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SUMMARY
The design, operational, and economic aspects of several different VTOL and STOL
aircraft configurations were evaluated to determine which of the aircraft are most promlslng
for development into successful commercial short haul transports. Aircraft were designed to
carry 60 passengers for a distance of 500 statute miles, and other guidelines were established
to assure that the vehicles would be studied on a common basis. The STOL aircraft included
the deflected slipstream, jet flap, and fan-ln wing configurations. The VTOL aircraft in-
cluded tilt-wing, tilt-rotor, stopped-rotor and lift/cruise fan concepts.
Parametric and detall design studies were made to provide a basis for selecting the op-
timum design characteristics of each concept. Extensive use was made of computers to map
vehlcle weights, dimensions, performance, and direct operating costs as functions of the
design parameters. The method used for calculating direct operating costs was based on the
1960 ATA method, with modifications appropriate for V/STOL operations. Several designs
were selected from the initial data for further analysis, including development of 120 passen-
ger configurations and more detailed design studies. The sensitivities of performance, weight,
and cost to design changes and differences in mission rules were also examined. The basic
characteristics of the final vehicles are shown in the following table.
SUMMARY CHARACTERISTICS AND PERFORMANCE FOR FINAL CONFIGURATIONS
60 PASSENGER
Tilt Rotor VTOL
Lift/Cruise Fan VTOL
Stopped Rotor v'rOL
Deflected Slipstream STOL 2000-ft
,let Flap STOL 2000.ft
Fan-in-Wing STOL 1000-ft
120 PASSENGER
Tilt Rotor VI"OL
Lift/Cruise Fan VTOL
Deflected Slipstream STOL 2000oft
,let Flap STOL 2000-ff
Fan-ln-Wing STOL 1000-ft
Gross Cruise Do O. C. *
Weight (Ib) Speed (knots) cents/seat mile
65,000. 363 2.67
71 • 800 474 2.87
71 • 000 400 2.65
46• 900 283 1.96
63• 200 483 2.26
67• 900 493 2.67
123•500 390 2.01
141•600 480 2.36
86,400 282 1.47
120• 000 489 1.77
124• 000 498 2.04
*) 500-mile stage length
A brief analysis of short haul transport operations in the New York and Los Angeles
areas indicated that V/STOL aircraft can operate from downtown terminals using air-
space not presently used by conventional aircraft and that vehicle concept, other than
the effect on noise, is less critical to downtown operations than having area-type
navigation and air traffic control systems.
Within the guidelines and scope of the studyt on the basis of promise, it is
concluded that the order of preference of the STOLconcepts _s: deflected slipstream,
fan-in-wlng, and jet-flap; of the V/STOL concepts the order is: stowed rotor, tilt
rotor, llft/crulse fan, and tilt-wing.
The noise sensitivity analysis involved a study of the effects on noise, weight, and
direct operating costs (DOC) of parametric changes to the aircraft. The parameters varied
were tip speeds and thrust-to-welght ratio. To determine the effects on noise, a two point
evaluation was selected, one for the aircraft in an on-ground condition, the other for a
fly-over condition. The aircraft and engine performance data, at the two locations
selected for the evaluation, were used to calculate the noise for each aircraft. The noise
was evaluated in terms of perceived noise level (PNL), a measure of annoyance commonly
used in aircraft work. The results show that PNdB near brake release is least for low disc
loading concepts, and beyond 2000 feet the aircraft noise from fan-type concepts is the
least.
To permit development of these concepts into successful short haul transports further
general and specific research and development programs must be _nitiated. Specific re-
search subjects for each vehicle concept are indicated in this report. The most important
research subjects are (1) Noise prediction and reduction, (2)VTOL control and handling
qualities (3)Aerodynamic interference for propeller and rotor vehicles with disc loading
less than 25 Ib/sq ft, (4) Airline simulation and demand, and (5) Control of multiple gas
generators on a common manifold for fan and rotor vehicles.
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INTRODUCTION
Vertical and/or short takeoff and landing aircraft technology has advanced steadily
over the past few years to where the feasibility of a large number of concepts has b_en
demonstrated by wind tunnel model tests and/or "test bed" flight articles, while the need
for VTOL or STOL commercial transports is gradually being recognized in both the"aTrframe
and airline industries and is evidenced by the many published papers on the subject. It is
therefore timely to conduct a study to determine which of these various VTOL and STOL
vehicle concepts are most suitable for use as commercial transports, both to establish
economic feasibility and to define the residual research problems connected with the more
desirable vehicles. The results will permit suitable research planning on the key problems
of the most promising aircraft.
The study included initially seven basic types of aircraft t each designed for two field
lengths (except the tilt wing) as follows:
Vehicle Type
Turboprop STOL
Turbofan STOL
Fan-ln-Wing STOL
Tilt Wing V/STOL
LTff and Cruise Fan V/STOL
Stopped Rotor V/STOL
Tilt Prop Rotor V/STOL
Field Length - takeoff and landing
1000 ft and 2000 ft
1000 ft and 2000 ff
1000 ff and 2000 ft
0
0 and 1000 ft
0 and 1000 ff
0 and 1000 ft
All of these vehicles were designed to a prescribed set of guidelines and to a constant
set of assumptions in order to assure comparisons on a common basis. A summary of the
guidelines established by the NASA is included in Appendix A. Additional ground rules
and invariants necessary to totally bound the designs in parametric terms are listed and
discussed in the parametric section.
The purpose of thls study was to conduct a comprehensive and careful comparison of a
limited number of candidate VTOL and STOL concepts for a variety of operating conditions
to determine which vehicles are the most promising for development into successful short-
haul transports. In order to assure comparisons on a common basis, direct operating cost at
a stage length of 500 statute miles was used as the primary flgure of merit and each particular
vehicle is optimized and sized for the design mission.
Although the initial scope of the vehicle optimization and design study included the
above 13 aircraft, the concept development phase of the study together with the vehicle
performance optimization parametric study resulted in examination of a significantly larger
number of individual aircraft. The major steps are discussed in the Concept Development
section. Following the concept development and optimization study several vehicles were
selected for more detailed design, performance and cost sensitivity analyses. These latter
studies in most cases served to identify areas for further improvement in vehicle performance,
however, these improvements are not reflected in the final vehicle designs because the de-
sign and sensitivity studies were conducted concurrently toward the end of the study. The
sensitivity analyses are used as a basis for justification of some of the recommended research
programs. The data presented in this report is restricted to comparisons of the final vehicles,
both 60 and 120 passenger. The sensitivity analyses are based on the parametric vehicle designs.
The study included an economic analysis phase that provided the basis for computation
of direct operating costs at the design stage length and shorter stage lengths as well. In
addition, a variety of other economic factors were investigated including effects of aircraft
utilization, production quantity, and distribution of RDT&E costs. The effect of using the
aircraft in a simplified airline route structure was also investigated to determine if there was
agreement between the simplest and more complex figures of merit for vehicle comparisons.
An operational analysis was conducted to determine the feasibility of short haul VTOL
and STOL aircraft operations in congested areas. The operational analysis included such
factors as noise, service, safety, maintenance, air traffic control, etc., that provide a
means together with cost data, of conducting a general assessment of the feasibility of the
various vehicles to be used for commercial short haul transports.
The parametric, design, and economic studies provided a common numerical basis for
comparison of vehicle concepts but this is only part of the relative evaluation of concepts.
There are numerous qualitative factors that always must be considered in a general assessment
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of feasibility and these include fall safety, service, maintenance, nolse, and development
risk. In addition, block speed is an important parameter in terms of passenger preference
as well as its direct influence on direct operating cost. These quantitative and qualitative
factors are combined to provide orders of preference for the STOL and VTOL vehicles. No
direct comparison is made between STOL and VTOL vehicles.
A major aim of the study was to define the most important research problems for each
of the vehicle concepts. Numerous research subjects were disclosed and there are a few
that have appl|cation to almost all the vehicles, while others are unlque to individual
vehicles. Each research program is identified as specifically as posslble withln the space
Iimltations of this summary report.
The studies conducted for NASA by three contractors have served to emphasize both
the future potential service to the public of short haul V/STOL transports and the research
required to realize this potential.
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disk area, ft2
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aspect ratio -
S
wing span, ft
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boundary layer control
rotor blade chord, ft
drag coefficient
skin friction coefficient
static directional stability derivative
W
blowing momentum coefficient,
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diameter engine nacelles, ft.
V.
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diameter fuselage, ft
D.O.C.
f
Fd
direct operating cost, cents per seat mile
equivalent parasite drag area, ft2
lift fan diameter, inches
g
h
P
I
X
I
Y
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Z
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NB
gravitational constant, ft/sec 2
pressure altltude, feet
roll inertlc, slug ft2
pitch inertia, slug ft2
yaw inertia, slug ft2
lift to drag ratio
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PD
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R
S
SREF
SWET
SFC
SHP
Tar F
n
TB
T/w
t/c
U
V
app
psc .b2.cn (_ 1 )
4 Iz r sec-rad
propeller diameter, ft
freestream dynamic pressure, Ib/ff 2
rotor radius, ft
wing area, ft 2
reference wing area, ft2
wetted area, ft2
specific fuel consumption, Ib/Ib/hr
shaft horsepower
thrust, Ibs
block time, hrs
thrust to weight ratio
wlng thickness ratlo
forward velocity, ft/sec
approach speed, knots
VB
Vc
VD
V.
I
VLDG
VS
V T
VTO
W
a
wf
Wfb
WG
W/A
W/S
_cd
c
_cd
P
_L.
I
t/p
Y
A
;k
P
block speed, mph
cruise speed, knots
design dive speed, knots
jet velocity, ft/sec
landing speed, knots
stall speed, knots
rotor/propeller tip speed, ft/sec
takeoff speed, knots
jet nozzle airflow, Ib/sec
fuel weight, Ib
block fuel, Ib
gross weight, Ib
disk loading Ib/ff 2
wing loading, Ib/ft 2
compressibility drag coefficient
parasite drag coefficient
incremental fan induced, llft, Ib
propeller efficiency
glide path angle, degrees
wing sweep, degrees
taper ratio
rotor rotational speed, rad/sec
frequency, cycles per second
roll acceleration, rad/sec 2
yaw acceleration, rad/sec 2
air density
pitch acceleration, rad/sec 2
DESIGN STUDY METHOD
Approach
The study approach and logic is defined on the flow diagram on Figure 1. In addition
to the study basic ground rules established by NASA and summarized _n Appendix A, general
and specific parametric study invariants and general rules were then established to ensure
that each concept was performed and costed on an equal basis and that the final design itera-
tion from the selected parametric a_rcraft would require the smallest possible design change.
The next step defined the study variables matrix for each aircraft, and constraints to
the study matrix were imposed. "Stick" figures (three-Hew sketches) of bath propulsion and
aircraft geometry established the necessity for elimination of some of the more extreme geo-
metric combinations of aircraft dimensions, propeller diameter, location of power plants,
etc. Another constraint was imposed by conducting a cruise-D. O. C. sensitivity analysis
which indicated that high wing Ioadlngs are desirable for mln]mum D.O.C.; hence, only
medium and high wing Ioadings were considered for the complete parametric study. Best
judgement selections were made of the geometric variables which combined to produce min-
imum D.O.C. aircraft, and point designs were drawn for each aircraft concept which per-
mitted estimation of propulsion system losses, fuselage wetted area, control and stabilizing
surface sizing, flaps system, etc. At this point, the acceptable parametric aircraft were
performed through a parametric computer program to define vehicle weight, performance,
and D.O.C.
From the 13 initial designs parametrically analyzed, 5 design point aircraft were
selected for further refinements. For these final studies, the configuration and propulsion
system of the Jet Flap STOL and the L_ft/Cruise Fan VTOL designs were significantly changed
to _mprove the design characteristics and to reduce weight and D. O. C.
Parametric Study
Computer Programs. - Eleven computer programs were developed and interfaced to
permltuninterrupted evaluation of each parametric aircraft from the initial phase of defining
the aircraft geometry to the final costing of the aircraft.
The initial program, titled A,/C geometry, shown in Figure 2, defined the geometry,
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thrustloading,grossweight, andotherpertinentdetailsof theaircraft. Thisinformation
thenflowsinto twomajorchannels:
TheWeight Program to _escribe the component weight breakdown for costing pur-
poses and to determine fuel available for the aircraft to perform the mission
The Drag Build Up Program to describe the minimum drag level based on total wetted
area, the parasite drag based on wing airfoil characteristics, the induced drag based
on aspect ratio, the compressibility drag as a function of wing aspect ratio, sweep
angle, and thickness ratio
If the aircraft employs a turbofan or turbojet propulsion system, the flow of data begins
at the Engine Sizing Program where control requirements and system losses are accounted for,
then enters the Engine Data Program where the engine characteristics are defined and thence
to the Mission Program as thrust and SFC versus speed and altitude. For turboprop aircraft,
the propeller characteristics are defined in the Propeller Equation Program, then described
as efficiency and shaft horsepower between the Propeller Efficienc X Program and Engine Data
Program, then combined to define the propulsion system characteristics in terms of thrust in
the .Propeller Thrust Program and thence to thrust and fuel flow in performing the aircraft
through the Missions Programs. At this point sufficient information is available to perform
each aircraft over the prescribed mission. Several aircraft were weighed and performed to
obtain a cross-plot of fuel available and fuel required for the fixed 500 statute mile stage
length, to provide the exact characteristics of the aircraft at a fuel-available/fuel-requlred
ratio of one. An example of the computer.plotted output is shown on Figure 3. This air-
craft is then introduced to the Cost Program to provide direct operating cost.
Invarlants and Ground Rules. - The invariants and ground rules employed are listed
on Figure 4. Some are discussed in further detail in the following paragraphs.
Drag and Performance. - Total drag is defined as
C D Total = Cf Swet + _CDp + _RSref
+ _C D + _C D
C O
To justify the skin friction levels_ existing flight data is correlated as a function of
aircraft wetted area. From these correlatlons, levels of Cf have been selected as 0.0035
for turboprop aircraft and 0.0032 for turbofan aircraft. Parasite drag, or drag due to
nonelllptical Ioadlngt is defined as essentially due to wing. The parasite drag variation
with lift coefficient was established and the induced drag defined as CI z / AR, with
e = 1.0. Compressibility dragt defined by a Mach divergence technique is a function of
t/c, AR, and Sweep°
Mission Profile. - The design flight profile is shown in detail on Figure 5.
Stability and Control. - Stability and control requirements were stipulated based on
the guideline requirements. For the VTOL aircraft, at V = 0, obtaining the required level
of control and T/W required programming the equations for stability and control into the
engine sizing program to determine for each parametric aircraft the most critical require-
ments, and sizing the engine accordingly. Vertical tail surfaces for the VTOL aircraft are
sized for a Cn/3 Fus + Cn_Vert Tail= 0.0015 per/deg. Horizontal tails are sized for suffi-
cient control to trim to a C L Max = 2.0 with flaps at 30 ° and a static margin of 5%.
For the STOL aircraft sizing of control and stabilizing surfaces is more difficult. Control
and stability requirements are provided by the lightest and most effective control surface.
Tail areas are determined in the parametric study for both the longitudinal and directional
requirements as a function of gross weight and/or inertia for the 1000 foot and 2000 foot
field length conditions. The larger requirement for tail surface area, as governed by either
stability or control, is used. The gross weight inertia correlations for the roll, pltcht and yaw
axes based on numerous existing aircraft were used in the study. A more detailed breakdown
of inertia for the remaining study concepts is presented in the Addendum report. Following
the selection of the most promising V/STOL concepts a final iteration on control methods
and tall surfaces was made.
It should be emphasized that initial sizing of the parametric aircraft stipulated the full
level of control (100%) required by the study ground rules. The effects of reducing these
control requirements are noted in the following sections for several specific aircraft.
Side Studies. - Numerous side studies were made to verify the design rules, establish
boundaries for the matrix of study variables, and insure that parametric aircraft meet the
study requirements. Detailed information is available on the following topics in the Short
Haul Addendum Report LR 19585. The volume number follows each topic.
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Inertia Correlation
Wing t/c Limitation
Stall Margin Limitation
Jet Flap CL vs. C p
3-view Sketches
Minlmum DOC A/C Geometry
Vol. I1
Vol. II
Vol. II
Vol. II
Vol. I
Vol. I11
Tilt Rotor Blade Dynamic Studies Vol. II
Propeller Effic iency
Tall Areas-Control Requirements
Fan-in-Wing Induced Lift
Component Weights
Propulsion System Diagrams
Vol. II
Vol. II
Vol. II
Vol. Ill
Vol. ill
Two aerodynamic studies were pursued to ensure the validity of the fan-in-wing and
jet flap aircraft designs. The first study defined the induced incremental llft attainable on
the fan-in-wlng concepts due to fan thrust and included an evaluation of the correlation
between theoretical results and experimental data. The second study determined the circu-
lation llft versus blowing momentum coefficient for the jet flap airplanes, within the range
of aspect ratios studied.
Detailed studies for evaluation of propeller efficiency versus blade angle of attack at
various values of L/D and helix angle were conducted for the tilt rotor concept to ensure
attainment of relatively high propeller efficlencles at high speed for low disc Ioadings.
To verify achievement of the required 10-knot stall margin on the deflected slipstream
airplane_a typical high lift system was selected from NASA TN-D55 and evaluated for the
1000 foot STOL. The results indicated that a fast acting flap system would be required to
attain the stall margin desired over the wing loading range to be investigated. The settings
on approach would vary from 50o/50 ° (50° on first and 50° on the second segment) to 30o/30 ° .
Later studies indicated that for the 2000 foot STOL, flap complexity can be reduced;
a slotted Fowler can provide the desired field length and stall margin.
Propulsion studies were conducted to determine the best procedures for matching
engine RPM with propeller tip speed to ensure good takeoff performance and optimum cruise
capability. Two-speed propeller reduction gearboxes can be eliminated, at only small penal-
ties in shaft horsepower and specific fuel consumption, by the use of a variable speed free
turbine.
Since resonant blade frequencies are of major concern during the stopping mode of
flight on the stopped rotor concept, a detailed frequency analysis was undertaken to insure
that the various chordwise and flapping frequencies would be sufficiently separated to pre-
clude blade dynamic problems.
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Complete component weight equations were defined and programmed for each aircraft
concept. Direct Operating Cost equations were written for each concept, programmed, and
interfaced between the weight and mission programs to permit accurate and rapid determina-
tion of D.O.C. These equations are described in detail in the Addendum Report, LR 19585.
Stud X Variables. - The matrix of parametric study variables is identified on Figure 6A.
The combinations of study variables represent those parametric aircraft initially performed
through the computer programs. Review of these results indlca_ed areas of improvement in
the original design concepts which would result in improved performance, lower gross weight
and hence lower D. O.C. aircraft. These improvements were _ncorporated into the final
selected aircraft on a point design basis, however, and were not rerun through the complete
parametric program. The resulting improved concepts are noted on Figure 4 as items 2.
Numerous sensitivity studies were also conducted on the point designs to determine for each
specific concept those design variables which most significantly affect the overall D.O.C.
An additional parametric study was performed to further refine the tilt rotor and stopped rotor
vehicles. The matrix of parametric varlables considered for this additional study is shown in
Figure 6B.
Design Development
Each vehicle concept was the subject of a brief morphological study in which the
major configuration and propulsion variables were arranged in all possible combinations.
The multitude of resulting vehicles was examined for compliance with commercial require-
ments and, on a judgement basis, the most suitable were selected for the design and para-
metric studies. The resulting vehicles were generalized _n terms of wing loading, aspect
ratio, dlsc loading, etc., as indicated in the discussion oF the parametric study. Concur-
rently, point vehicle designs were developed to support and justify the inputs to the para-
metric study. The general chronology of the primary design development during the study
is shown on Figure 7. Each type of vehicle and the changes during its development that
are indicated schematically on Figure 7 will be discussed in the following paragraphs. Each
of these vehicles was sized and optimized for 60 passengers and a range of 500 statute miles.
The STOL aircraft listed first include the jet-flap turbojet, fan'_n-,v|ngt and deflected
slipstream. First on the list, the turbofan STOL configuration developrnentw consldered sev-
eral configurations of the turbofan deflected slipstream and the supercirculation jet-flap
concepts, each in conjunction with appropriate form of control systems for longitudinal trim
and glide path control. Because of stringent SI"OL requirements, the turbofan STOL imme-
diately developed into a let-flap configuration. The jet-flap concept initially evolved as
a turbojet aircraft with engines located close to the fuselage and manifolded to the trailing
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edge nozzles to provide high C isand high circulation lift. Tall surfaces were provided with
blowing BLC, and a download on the large horizontal tail was used for pitch-trim control.
This vehicle weighed about 90,000 pounds for a 1000-foot field, and the evaluation sug-
gested that some method of glide-path control was required to offset the large thrust com-
ponent from blowing. The evaluation also indicated that turbofan engines, with the fan
flow directed downward at the flaps, would provide a more efficient vehicle. Jets were
located forward underneath the fuselage to control pitch trim and glide path. The param-
etric programs resulted in a minimum DOC aircraft weighing 82,600 pounds that was ob-
viously unacceptable.
Comparison with other optimized vehicles from the parametric study showed the jet-
flap 1000-foat STOL to be excessively heavy with relatively high D.O.C. in addition to
having some undesirable design characteristics. The jet-flap configuration was then rede-
signed to operate from a 2000-foot FAA field lenqth, which resulted in lower C/srequire-
ments and the ellmlnatlon of pitch control jet nozzles In the nose of the airplane. The
revised configuration includes vectoring exhaust nozzles for both the engine fan and
primary gas flows. The turbofan englnes were also moved further outboard to reduce drag.
The major variable connected with the development of the fan-ln-wing STOL con-
figuration were the number and arrangement of fans, and the method of control. To vary
fan diameters logically as required in the parametric study and to minimize the wing weights
resulting from incorporating fans into the wing structure, a fixed ratio of fan diameter to
wing chord and fixed chordwise location of the fans was specified for the outboard fan. The
number of fans was selected as 4, after consideration of an 8-fan design, and the method of
control, after numerous iterations, was selected as reaction type about all axes. This con-
cept remained essentially unchanged throughout the study, and the final design was opti-
mized for the 1000-foot field length.
Further studies conducted later in the program indicated improvement in D.O.C. for
higher values of CLmax, suggesting that the use of small blowing type flaps could lead to a
more optimum vehicle. The 8-fan-in-wing configuration t previously eliminated during the
early part of the design development and parametric study mainly because of its complexity/
could therefore merit further evaluation.
Configuration development of the turboprop STOL was naturally limited to the deflec-
ted slipstream concept and consisted mainly of studies to select the flap geometry appropriate
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for a chosen field length. Various flap geometries were evaluated in terms of glide path and
stall margin capability. For the parametric study the rather complicated double segment
slotted flap based on NASA TN D-55 was selected for both the 1000 foot and 2000 foot
STOL. The 1000 foot STOL optimized through the parametric study weighed 50,600 pounds.
At the second review the 2000 foot STOL was selected for further evaluation; hence the
flap system was re-evaluated and simplified to a single segment slotted Fowler flap.
Configuration development of the VTOL concepts presented on Figure 7 follows steps
similar to the evolution of the STOL vehicles.
The original lift/cruise fan concept shown schematically in the first column, "concept
development," features two lift fans located at a fixed position of each side of the fuselage
ahead of the wings and two tiltable cruise fans in conventional pods on the aft fuselage.
The forward Iouvered lift fans retract into the fuselage ahead of the passenger compartment
in conventional flight. Reaction control is used about all three axes. Development of this
concept essentially entailed selection of lift and cruise fan locations.
The safety and maintainability of this configuration were not consldered satisfactory
because of the location of the engines and extensive hot gas ducting above the passenger
compartment. In addition, the airplane was comparatively heavy due to fuel requirements
at high power for approach and go-around time. Further study to devise means of reducing
the grass weight, improving safety and maintenance and reducing fuel weight requirements
resulted in a revised configuration shown schematically in the third column "final design."
This latter version is characterized by two wing tip propulsion pods. Each pod incorporates
three gas generators driving a cruise fan and lift fan. The number of gas generators was in-
creased from 4 to 6 to realize a better match between cruise power and one-engine-out
VTOL power requirements. Both the cruise fan nozzles and llft fan louvers are vectored to
control lift, roll, and transition. These improvements reduced the takeoff gross weight to
71,800 pounds.
The basic tilt-wing turboprop concept evolved into two separate concepts because of
a desire to consider a range of disk Ioadings from 10 to 100 pounds per square foot. The
extreme wing size that results from using light disk Ioadings with four non-overlapped pro-
pellers produced the tilt-rotor family as a subcategory of the tilt-wing family. Both types
of configurations were included in the optimization program with the result that the light-
est and lowest cost four-propeller tilt wing had a grass weight of 73,000 pounds while the
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correspondingtilt rotor vehicle had a lighter gross weight and a lower direct operating
cost. The tilt-wlng vehicle was therefore eliminated since it was not sufficiently
competitive. The tilt-rotor configuration was considered representative of the original
vehicle concept and all further work was concentrated on the twin--rotor configuration.
Various rotor and forward propulsion systems were evaluated during the development
of the last vehicle, the stopped rotor VTOL configuration. The configuration selected for
the parametric study incorporated a single folding rotor to allow low disk Ioadings and in-
corporated a tail pusher propeller for conventional flight.
The propulsion system consists of four turbashaft engines driving the pusher propeller,
the main rotor and anti-torque tail rotor through individual overrunning clutches. The
rotors are each connected to the system by a clutch and brake which are operated when the
rotor system is unloaded and the main rotor folded for cruise operations.
The final configuration shown in the third column incorporates several improvements.
The forward propulsion system was revised to include two conventionally wing-mounted
propellers and engine pods since the pusher propeller diameter became excessively large
for the heavier vehicles. The relocation of the four engines from a cluster installation on
top of the passenger compartment close to the main rotor shaft to wing mounted pods signif-
icantly improves the vehicle safety and reduces maintenance. In addition, the rotor is
folded and retracted down onto the top of the fuselage to minimize drag in cruising flight.
The final design for the 60-passenger a|rcraft resulted in a take-off grass weight of 71,000
pounds.
The best stopped-rotor vehicle has a small w|ng, like the other VTC)L vehicles
and has a disk loading of 13 pounds per square foot. The blades have an optimized taper
in planform_ percent thlckness_ and in spartube wall thickness. Transition drag con-
siderations determine the size of the propellers for this vehicle; consequently_ there are
few variables to be optimized. The optimization was relatively flat in terms of disk
loading in that values as high as 15 pounds per square foot could have been used with
little increase in direct operating cost.
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DESIGNSTUDYRESULTS
The iterative processes previously described were used to optimize and evaluate the
thirteen initial vehicle concepts and select the final aircraft for more detaTled designr per-
formance and cost sensitivity analyses. The selected vehicles which include two VTOL
concepts: the flit--rotor and I|ft/crulse fanand three STOL concepts: the deflected slipstream
2000 foot, jet-flap 2000 foo b and fan-in-wlng 1000 foot, were developed for two slzest 60
and 120 passenger, and reflect more detailed stability and control analyses and a refine-
ment of weight data. A 60-passenger stopped rotor VTOL is also included for comparison.
In addition to a description of the main design features of each vehicle and a presenta-
tion of their comparative characteristics and performance, the results of various sensitivity
studies are included in this section. These sensitivity studies were conducted on the final
parametric vehicles and permitted definition of areas for further improvement in vehicle per-
formance. These improvements were not incorporated into the design of the final aircraft
since the latter preceded the results from the sensitivity studies.
The physical characteristics of the final configurations are presented on Figure 8 for
the 60-passenger versions and Figure 9 for the 120-passenger versions. (The Fan-In-Wing
T/W is based on turbo-jet thrust.) Figure 10 presents the performance of both 60 and 120
passenger final aircraft for the 500 statute mile range mission. A breakdown of segment
fuel in pounds for the same basic mission is tabulated on Figure 11 for all final vehicles.
A discussion and comparative evaluation of these results is presented in the conclusion
section.
Common Design Features
For the same passenger capacity, the basic fuselage configuration is common to all
concepts. The fuselages are designed to meet the study requirements for crew1 passenger1
baggage, and revenue cargo accommodations. Since thin-backed seats are used_ their 32-
inch pitch is equivalent to a conventional seat at 34-inch pitch. The flve-abreost seating
for the 60-passenger airplanes and the six-abreast seating for the 120-passenger airplanes
were found to afford the best compromise between weight, aerodynamic drag, center of
gravity shift, and compartment utility.
Some of the vehicle basic concepts imposed a high wing configuration. Where a se-
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lection was possible, a high wing and wing mounted engine nacelles were chosen to mini-
mize aerodynamic ground interference effects, foreign object damage and relngestion.
The basic landing gear design is the result of a combination fuselage-landing gear
weight optimization study reported in the Addendum to this report. Since all configura-
tions are high-wing airplanes, the main gear is mounted to the fuselage and retracts be-
neath the passenger floor.
Deflected Slipstream STOL 2000-ft
General Description - The general arrangements of the 60- and |20-passenger 2000-
foot STOL deflected slipstream are shown in Figures 12 and 13 and the propulsion system
diagram in Figure 14.
The aircraft are high, cantilever winged monoplanes with four interconnected four-
bladed propellers driven by four scaled versions of the GEl/S1 turbashaft engines. The wing
span is established at the minimum dimension that would be entirely within the slipstream
and provide suitable clearances between propellers and fuselage. The propeller tip speed
is limited to 900 ft/sec at takeoff RPM and the propel ler cruise RPM at0.705 take-off RPM.
A NACA 64A series airfoil is used with a wing thickness ratio of 0.15 at the root and 0.13
at the tip. The 0 ° sweepback wing has a taper ratio and aspect ratio of 0.7 and 6, respec-
tively.
Full span, constant chord, Fowler flaps, similar to those used on the Lockheed
Electra, are utilized. The location of the propellers relative to the wing was chosen after
examination of reference 5 and applicable references listed in Volume II of the Addendum
Report LR 19585.
The aircraft utilizes 50 percent chord elevators and a movable stabilizer intercon-
nected to the flap for pitch control and trim, and a 40 percent chord rudder with boundary
layer control using air bleed from the engine compressors for yaw control. Constant chord
full span wing spoilers are used differentially for roll control.
Conventional air conditiofling, electrical and electronics, retractable landing gear,
hydraulic systems and dual cable full powered flight controls are used.
Electric generators and hydraulic pumps are run mechanically on the accessory sec-
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tionof eachengine. Anauxiliarypowerunit is _nstalledto providepneumaticandelec-
trical powerwhile theaircraft ison theground.
Theweightstatementof the60-and120-passengerdeflectedslipstreamis shown in
Figure 15. In order to limit the center of gravity travel from 18.5 to 31.5% MAC, some
passenger seat restriction is necessary when the number of passengers is less than 45 and 50,
respectively.
The calculated mass moment of inertia properties of these configurations are as
follows:
60-passenge r 120-passenger
Roll - | (slug-feet 2) 0.285 x 106 0.80 x 106
xx
Pitch -I (slug-feet 2) 0.345 x 106 1.21 x 106
YY
Yaw - I (slug-feet 2) 0.592 x 106 1.90 x 106
ZZ
Stablility and control: Control of the deflected slipstream is obtained with a bound-
ary layer control rudder, conventional elevat%and lift spoilers for roll control. This is a
simple and reliable arrangement which retains the basically unsophisticated character of
the airplane.
Figure 16 summarizes the control power capabilities and stability characteristics.
Sideslip rate damping is required to provide satisfactory low speed handling qualities.
The airport performance is noted as follows:
60 pass
120 pass
Req'd
Takeoff Landing
Distance Distance
T.O. Climb Grad.
One Engine Out
LDG. Climb Grad.
One Engine Out
1st Seg 2nd Seg
1336 ft 980 ft 17.8% 14.4% 17.5%
1777 ft 980 ft 14.4% 12.9% 14.4°/0
2000 ft 2000ft 0.5%@VLo 1.7%@ 1.2V s 3.2% @1.3V s
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Trade-offandsensitivitystudies.- These studies utilized the parametric aircraft as
a basis since the aircraft designs were being finalized concurrently toward the end of the
study. The aircraft sensitivity to engine SHP, in terms of gross weight, block speed, and
D.O.C. is shown in the following table.
DEFLECTED SLIPSTREAM STOL- SENSITIVITY OF GROSS WEIGHT,
BLOCK SPEED, AND DoO.C. TO FLAT RATED INSTALLED HORSEPOWER
60 Passenger - 500-Statute-Mile Range
Rated Horsepower
Gross Weight, Ib
Block Speed, knots
D.O.C., cents
SHP of Selected
Basic Configuration
45,600 (1 00%)
244 (1 00%)
1 . 92 (1 00%)
SHP/W G
1.50 X Basic
48,600 (106.6%)
273 (]11.9%)
1.90 (99%)
SHP/W G
2.0 X Basic
51,800 (11 3.6%)
278.6 (114.2%)
2.02 (105.2%)
The installed engine-power to gross-welght ratio is increased to 1.5 and 2 times the
parametric vehicle level, without changing the takeoff power to gross weight ratio and
propeller geometry. This revision does not significantly change the takeoff performance or
the transmission and gearbox weights, but provides higher power for cruise and some other
flight conditions.
Results show that a small gaTn in D.O.C. can be obtained by increasing the engine
installed power (flat rated). For a small Tncrease in power the appreciable improvement in
both cruise and block speeds more than compensates for the higher vehicle gross weight and
fuel cost. Larger increases in power do not provide equivalent speed advantage because the
propellers cannot absorb the additional power efficiently. The Tmprovement in block speed
is not sufficient to compensate for the larger gross weight, resulting in higher D.O.C.
Because of the form of the D.O.C. equation, the vehicle gross weight becomes a more
important factor at lower block speed. It is probable that further propeller optimization
could lead to better D.O.C. values at the higher power levels. The higher speeds could
contribute significantly to the preference of passengers for this concept.
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It is interestingto notetheagreementbetweenthetablebelowandFigureC-9.
Thetableshowsa decreasein D.O.C. withan increasein blockspeedupto a pointaround
270to 275knotsandthenan increasein D.O.C. fromthat pointon. Thetrendis thesame
in the resultsshownin C-9exceptthatthe blockspeeddid notgoabovetheregionin which
the minimumoccurs.
The aircraft sensitivity to flap chord/wing chord ratio, in terms of gross weight,
block speed, and D.O.C. is presented in the following table:
DEFLECTED SLIPSTREAM STOL
SENSITIVITY OF GROSS WEIGHT, BLOCK SPEED
AND D.O.C. TO FLAP CHORD/WING CHORD RATIO
60 Passenger - 500-Statute-Mile Range
Flap Chord/Wing Chord 20% Chord 30O/0 Chord 40% Chord 50o/0 Chord
Grass Weight, Ib
Block Speed, knots
D. O. C., cents
44,200
(96.9%)
243. I
(96.6%)
i. 88
(97.9%)
44,700
(98%)
243.5
(99.8%)
1.89
(98.4°/0)
45,600
(I 00%)
244
( ! 00°/0)
1.92
(100%)
47,1 O0
(1 03.3%)
244.6
(100.3°)
1.97
(1O2.6%)
The vehicle gross weight was calculated for each flap chord to wing chord ratio,
maintainlng the lift coefficient constant. The block speed shows negligible variation and
the increase in D.O.C. results mainly from the adverse effect due to a larger gross weight.
It appears from the results that the use of sophisticated flap systems should improve D.O.C.
without increasing or possibly even reducing flap chord.
The aircraft sensitivity to field length, in terms of gross weight, block speed and
D.O.C.is shown in the following table.
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DEFLECTED SLIPSTREAM STOL
SENSITIVITY OF GROSS WEIGHT, BLOCK SPEED
AND D.O.C. TO FIELD LENGTH
60 Passenger - 500-Statute-Mile Range
Field Length
Gross Weight, Ib
Block Speed, knots
D. O.C., cents
Field Length 1000 Ft Field Length 1400ft Field Length 2000ft
50,600 (I 00%)
278.3 (100%)
1.94 (100%)
48,000 (94.9%)
251.3 (90.3%)
1. 98 (1020/0)
45,600 (90.1%)
244 (87.7%)
I . 92 (990/0)
The lower gross weight and block speed have an opposite effect on D.O.C. Because
of lower engine power requirements for takeoff, the vehicles designed for 1400 feet and
2000 feet field length cruise at slower speeds. The reduction in block speed is particularly
significant between 1000-foot and 1400-foot field length. Although the gross weight reduc-
tion due to longer field length is an important factor in the D.O.C. equation, for a slow
vehicle, the 27 knots reduction in block speed brings the D.O.C. up to 1.98 cents. From
1400 feet to 2000 feet the adverse effect due to a smaller reduction in speed is more than
compensated by the smaller vehicle gross weight.
The aircraft sensitivity to skin friction coefficient (Cf), in terms of gross weight, block
speed, and D.O.C. appears in the following table:
DEFLECTED SLIPSTREAM STOL
SENSITIVITY OF GROSS WEIGHT, BLOCK SPEED
AND D.O.C. TO SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENT Cf
60 Passenger - 500-Statute-Mile Range
Skin Friction Coef. Cf Cf = .0025 Cf = .0035 Cf = .0045
Grass Weight, Ib
Block Speed, knots
D.O.C., cents
44,900 (98.5%)
262.6 (I 07.6%)
1.77 (92.20/0)
45,600 (100%)
244 (100%)
i. 92 (I 00%)
46,320 (101.6%)
230 (94.3%)
2.05 (106.8%)
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As would be expected both the gross welght and block speed are adversely affected by
SHP
larger coefficient of friction, resulting in hlgherD.O.C. The _ and field length were
maintained constant.
The aircraft sensitivity to tail size, in terms of gross weight, block speed, and D.O.C.,
are presented in the following table:
DEFLECTED SLIPSTREAM STOL
SENSITIVITY OF GROSS WEIGHT, BLOCK SPEED
AND D.O.C. TO TAIL SIZE
60 Passenger - 500-Statute-Mile Range
Tail Area
Factor
Gross Weight, Ib
Block Speed, knots
D.O.C., cents
.75 Tall
Area Factor
45,350
(99.5%)
243.9
(99.9%)
1.91
(99.5%)
1.0 Tall
Area Factor
1.5 Tail
Area Factor
45,600
0 00%)
244
(i 0o%)
i, 92
(I00%)
46,100
(I 01. 1%)
244.2
(I 00. 1%)
1.93
(I00,5%)
2.0 Tall
Area Factor
46,500
(I02. 1%)
244.4
(I00.2%)
1.95
(1 01.6%)
The variation in tail size, representative of the control requirements, has no practi-
cal effect on the vehicle block speed and only limited impact on the vehicle gross weight
and D.O.C., since the tail represents only a small fraction of the total cost.
The effect of the removal of the cross shafting on the gross weight was determined for
the three designs described in the field length sensitivity study. Each of these designs sized
for 1000-, 1400-, and 2000-ft field length was re--weighed to account for the removal of
the cross shafting. The elimination d" the cross shafting reduces the thrust and llft on the
englne-out side, resulting in higher rotation speed and longer field length. With the
original power plants operating at 110 percent of the normal takeoff power, the asyme-
tric moment due to the differential thrust was entirely compensated at the new rotation speed
by increasing the size of the vertical tail. The vehicle was then re-welghed and performed
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to determinethenewfield length. Thedatashownon Figure17indicatethatfor a fixed
grossweighttheremovalof crossshaftingleadsto longerfield lengths,however,this
penaltybecomeslesssignificantfor lowervehiclegrossweight. For a given length, re-
moval of the cross shafting increases the thrust-to-weight ratio requirement, and therefore
the vehicle gross weight. Takeoff is the critical case, since the landing field length of all
designs considered is equal to or less than that for takeoff at the design gross weight; take-
off power exceeds approach power and lift-off speed is less than approach speed.
Figure 17 shows that the use of cross shafting provides a lighter weight design up to
field lengths of at least 3000 feet. Hence, for STOL designs the variation of design complexity
with field length is confined to the flaps. The 1000 foot STOL design incorporates a 50 per-
cent chord complicated double segment flap. The 2000 foot final selected design uses a 40
percent chord single segment flap. No attempt has been made to determine the exact point
between 1000 and 2000 feet at which the change in flap design is desirable. As discussed
elsewhere, the TND-55 flap used in the 1000 foot design requires rapid acting flaps and
large angle of attack changes to meet the 10 knot horizontal gust approach case.
The aircraft sensitivity to number of passengers, in terms of gross weight, block speed
and D.O.C., is shown in the following table:
DEFLECTED SLIPSTREAM STOL
SENSITIVITY OF GROSS WEIGHT, BLOCK SPEED
AND D.O.C. TO NUMBER OF PASSENGERS
60 Passenger - 500-Statute-Mile Range
NUMBER OF PASSENGERS 60-Passenger 120-Passenger
Gross Weight, Ib
Block Speed, knots
D. O.C., cents
45,600 (1 00%)
244 (100%)
1.92 (100%)
86,500 (189.7%)
242.2 (99.3%)
I .47 (76.%)
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Jet Flap STOL 2000- Ft
General description. - The general arrangements of the 60- and 120-passenger jet
flap STOL are shown on Figures 18 and 19 and a propulsion diagram on Figure 20.
The wing planform has a 25° sweep angle at the quarter chord llne and a taper ratio
of 0.4. A jet flap system providing circulation llft augmentation is used on the full span
flaps (CI_ = 0.2), rudder, and elevator. A leading edge slat is also included.
The blowing flow is provided by the exhaust gas of the four scaled GE 1/DF9 type 1.1
bypass ratio turbofan engines. The fan flow exhausts through two vectoring nozzles simi-
lar to the Bristol Siddeley Pegasus nozzle at the front of the nacelle. The gas generator
exhaust duct contains two Pegasus type vectoring nozzles and an aft nozzle. A dlverter
valve in the duct to the latter nozzle permits diversion of one-half of the primary gas flow
from each engine to a wing manifold. One duct in the wing is in the leading edge of the
flap and aileron; the other between the flap and aileron leading edge and the wing rear beam.
A crassover duct in the center fuselage connects with a single duct running aft for tall surface
blowing.
It should be noted that the parametric optimization of the jet flap STOL vehicle is
based on a 1.1 to 1 engine bypass ratio for lack of suitable data on other engines at the
time of the parametric study, and hence does not represent a fully optimized configuration.
In order to maintain a constant nozzle area one-fourth of the gas generator primary
output is bled off overboard through two gas jettison valves on the aft fuselage duct when
all engines are operative. In the event of engine failure, the failed engine is isolated by
operating its dlverter valve and the jettison valves are closed so that the blowing gas flow
in the jet flap system remains unchanged. With the jet flap system turned off the four turbo-
fans operate conventionally.
The vectoring fan and primary gas nozzles provide cruise thrust, vertical thrust for
takeoff_and reverse thrust for descent and landing.
Conventional construction is used throughout the aircraft except for the gas ducts and
nozzle efflux areas. For these part_ high temperature steel and titanium are used.
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Thefinal designweightsstatementof the2000-ft STOLjet flap conceptfor both60-
and120-passengerconfigurationsarepresentedin Figure21. Thecenterof gravity travel
is limitedto a mostforwardandaft positioncorrespondingto 18.5and31.5%M.A.C. by
restrictingtheuseof thetwomostforwardseatrowswhenthenumberof passengersis less
than30 for the60passengervers|ontandthetwomostforwardandtwomostaft rowswhen
thenumberof passengersis lessthan76 for the 120passengeraircraft.
Thecalculatedmassmomentof inertiapropertiesof theseconfigurationsareasfollows
60-passenger 120-passenger
Roll- I (slug-feet2) 0.401x 106 1.35x 106
XX
Pitch - I (slug-feet 2) 0.445 x 106 1.41 x i06
YY
Yaw- I (slug-feet 2) 0.797 x 106 2.59 x 106
ZZ
Stability and control: The control system for the jet flap airplane is obtained with con-
ventional rudder and elevator which incorporates a high level of boundary layer control, plus
differential deflection of jet flapped ailerons. The ailerons are deflected from a drooped -
position which corresponds to the position of the inboard jet flaps. One-half the primary
engine air is bled into a system of ducts which supply the jet flap and tail boundary layer
control system. One-half the bleed air is supplied to the wing jet flap, one-quarter is used
for the tail boundary layer control system, and one-quarter is jettisoned overboard. When an
engine fails, both the overboard jettison and the inoperative engine are closed off from the
system.
The primary gas which is not bled off is ejected through Pegasus type rotating cascade
nozzles. The front fan air is ejected through similar nozzles. The fan and primary exhaust
cascades are used jointly for llft augmentation, pitch trim and glide path control.
Takeoff and landing are both at approximately 86 knots. Takeoff flap setting is 45
degrees; landing flap setting is 60 degrees. The landing configuration is thus subject to a
higher degree of flaps-down blowing effects than is the takeoff configuration.
Figure 22 summarizes the control powers and estimated levels of the major stability
terms for an 86 knot landing approach.
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Preliminary studles of jet blowing effects on stabillty, which form part of this study
are described in the Addendum Report. The basic concept relates the stability characteris-
tics of a jet flapped wing to those of an unblown wing whose geometry is transformed in terms
of momentum coefficient and flap deflection. Definition of these effects and the general
type of stability augmentation needed can be made only after further study and experimental
work. However, artificial sideslip rate damping is definitely required to produce satisfac-
tory low speed flying qualities.
The airport performance is as follows:
Takeoff Landing
Distance Distance
T.O. Climb Grad.
One Engine Out
LDG. Climb Grad.
One Engine Out
1st Seg. 2nd Seg.
60-passenger 2000 ft 2000 ft 14.6% 19.3% 14.6%
120-passenger 2000 ft 2000 ft 14.2% 17.7o/o 14.4%
Requi red 2000 ft 2000 ft 0.5% 1.7% 3.2°/o
@VLo @1.2V s @1.3V s
Trade-off and sensitivity studies. - These studies utilize the parametric aircraft as a
basis since the aircraft designs were being finalized concurrently toward the end of the study°
The aircraft sensitivity to number of passengers, in terms of grossweight, block speed, and
D.O.Co is shown in the following table°
JET FLAP STOL
SENSITIVITY OF GROSS WEIGHT, BLOCK SPEED
AND D.O.C. TO NUMBER OF PASSENGERS
500-Statute-Mi le Range
Number of Passengers 60-Passenger 120-Passenger
Gross Weight, Ib
Block Speed, knots
D. O.C. cents
59,5o0 00o%)
368.1 (100%)
2. ] 8 (]00%)
114,300 (]92. ]%)
368.9 (100.2o/0)
1.71 (78.4o/o)
The following table shows the aircraft sensitivity to engine bypass ratio, in terms of
gro_ weight, block speed_and D. O. C.
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JET FLAP STOL
SENSITIVITY OF GROSS WEIGHT, BLOCK SPEED
AND D. OoC. TO BYPASS RATIO
60 Passengers - 500-Statute-Mile Range
By-Pass Ratio
Gross Weight, Ib
Block Speed, knots
D.O.C. cents
By-Pass Ratio
1.1 to1
By-Pass Ratio
2tol
By-Pass Ratio
6to 1
59,500 (i 0o%)
368. I (I 00%)
2.18 (100%)
56,700 (95.3%)
380 (103.2°7o)
2.03 (93.1%)
53,000 (89.1%)
356 (96.7%)
2.06 (94.5%)
The engine thrust-to-welght ratio is constant and an engine compressor pressure ratio
of 13 to 1 was used with the 1 • 1 to 1 and 6 to i by-pass ratios. Because the appropriate en-
gine data was not available in time an engine compressor pressure ratio of 30 to 1 was used
for the 2 to 1 turbofan by-pass ratio, so that the results shown for this by-pass ratio are not
directly comparable to the other two conditions.
The larger by-pass ratios improve S.F.C. and appreciably reduce the vehicle gross
weight and overall fuel costs. The small reduction in Block speed is not sufficient to negate
the D.O.C. gain provided by the weight and fuel savings. Thus it can be concluded that
future jet flap STOL short haul transports should use by-pass ratios above 2.0 and probably
as high as 6.0.
Fan-in-Wlng STOL lO00-ff
General Description. - The general arrangement of the 60- and 120-passenger Fan-
in-Wing aircraft are shown in Figures 23 and 24 and the propulsion system diagram for both
vehicles is shown in Figure 25.
The fuselage is of conventional skin, stringer, and frame construction. The wing is a
conventional two-spar torque box except at the lift fan positions where wing torsion is re-
acted by differential bending between the wing spars. T-tails were chosen to reduce desta-
billzation on the horizontal tail due to downwash. The horizontal tails have variable inci-
dence for longitudinal trim. A NACA 64A series airfoil is used with a wing thickness ratio
of 0.13 at the inboard fan and 0.12 at the outboard fan. A constant wing sweep of 25 ° at
the quarter chord line was used.
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The propulsion system consists of four scaled GEl/J1 gas generators which are used in
the normal manner for cruise flight, and are diverted to drive GE variable stator area tip
turbine llft fans for takeoff and landing. The llft fans are cross ducted to maintain symmet-
rical fan llft in case of an engine failure. Semi-circular divided doors close the fans on the
wing upper surface and louvers are used on the lower surface. A constant fan pressure ratio
of 1.3 was selected, based on previous studies which indicated that this pressure ratio pro-
vides close to the llghtest weight for the propulsion system and fuel for the portion of the
mission for which the fans were used.
When a gas generator fails it is shut off from the system by the diverter valve and the
total gas generator exit area is reduced by one-quarter by partial closure of the tip turbine
and reaction control iet nozzles.
Reaction jets at the wing tips and in the fuselage tail, to augment aerodynamic con-
trol force in low speed flight, are manifolded into the fan duct system.
Takeoff and initial climb are made using vectored fan thrust from all four fans up to
a speed of about 120 knots EAS when the gas generator flow is diverted to the cruise nozzles
and the fan doors and vectoring vanes are closed. The landing sequencing is the reverse of
that used for takeoff.
The final design weight statements of the STOL Fan-ln-Wing for both 60- and 120-
passenger configurations are presented in Figure 26. The center of gravity travel is limited
to a most forward and aft position corresponding to 18.5% and 31.5% MAC by restricting
the use of the two last seat rows when the number of passengers is less than 30 for the 60-
passenger version, and the two forward and aft seat rows when the total number of passen-
gers is less than 82 for the 120-passenger aircraft.
The caJcuJated mass moment of inertia properties of these configurations are as follows:
60-passenger 120-passenger
Roll -I (slug-feet 2) 0.331 x 106 1.03 x 106
NX
Pitch -I (slug-feet 2) 0.554 x 106 | .58 x 106
YY
Yaw - Izz (slug-feet 2) 0.787 x 106 2.42 x 106
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Control of the Fan-in-Wing vehicle is maintained by conventional aerodynamic con-
trols plus reaction jets about all three axes. It is considered that the selected control sys-
tem and associated empennage size is a reasonable compromise which does not unduly pen-
alize the propulsion system or cruise flight characteristics. The control system is felt to be
the most reliable system 'that could be chosen due to the severe control that the Fan-in-Wing
demands. It is felt that the greater weight associated with this type of control system _s
justified by reliability.
The 50-knot approach condition represents the lowest normal operating speed and is
therefore critical for both control and stability. The control powers, summarized in Fig-
ure 27, are considered adequate at the 50-knot approach speed with all engines operative.
At least 75 percent of this control power is available after a single gas generator failure.
Stability and damping are very similar for both 60- and 120-passenger designs. Fig-
ure 28 summarizes the levels of stability and damping for a maximum gross weight landing
approach at 50 knots.
Sideslip rate damping and yaw/sidesl ip stabillty augmentation is considered sufficient
to provide reasonable handling qualities. The airport performance is as follows:
Takeoff Landing
Distance Distance
T.O. Climb Grad.
One Engine Out
LDG. Climb. Grad.
One Engine Out
1st Seg. 2nd Seg.
60 passengers 921 ft 890 ft 12.3% 22.9O,_ 23%
120 passengers 945 ff 890 ff 8.5% 13.9% 14%
Req'd 1000 ft 1000 ff 0.5%@VLo 1 • 7%@1 • 2Vs 3.2%@1.3V s
Trade-off and sensitivity studies. - These studies utilize the parametric aircraft as a
basis since the aircraft designs were being finalized concurrently toward the end of the study.
The aircraft sensitivity to number of passengers in terms of the gross weight, block speed, and
D.O.C., is shown in the following table.
FAN-IN-WING STOL-- SENSITIVITY OF GROSS WEIGHT,
BLOCK SPEED, AND D.O.C. TO NUMBER OF PASSENGERS
500-Statute-Mile Range
Number of Passengers
Gross Weight, Ib
Block Speed, knots
D.O.C., cents
60 Passenger
63, 700
382
2.54
(100%)
(I00%)
0oo%)
120 Passenger
117,400
385.4
I .96
(182.6%)
(i00.9%)
(77.2%)
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Theaircraftsensitivityto cruisespeed,in terms of grass weight, block speed, and
D.O.C. _s presented in the following table.
FAN-IN-WING STOL
SENSITIVITY OF GROSS WEIGHT, BLOCK SPEED
AND D.O.C• TO CRUISE SPEED
60 Passenger- 500-Statute-Mite Range
Cruise Speed
Gross Weight - Ib
Block Speed- knots
D.O.C.,- cents
Cruise Speed
M = . 65
55,400
(87.0%)
31 3
(81.9%)
2.51
(98.8%)
Cruise Speed
M=.7
56, 400
(88.5%)
332
(86.9%)
2.44
(96. I%)
Cruise Speed
M = . 75
57,500
(90.3%)
354
(92.7%)
2.37
(93.3°./0)
Cruise Speed
M=.8
59,800
(93.8°/0)
37O
(96.8%)
2.40
(94.5%)
ICruise Speed
M = . 835
63,700
(100%)
382
(io0%)
The minimum D•O.C. corresponds to a cruise speed of Moch 0.75 and a block speed
of 354 knots.
The aircraft sensitivity to maximum llft coefficient, in terms of gross weight, block
speed and D.O.C. is shown in the following table:
FAN-IN-WING STOL
SENSITIVITY OF GROSS WEIGHT, BLOCK SPEED
AND D.O.C. TO C
Lmax
60 Passenger- 500-Statute-Mile Range
CLmax
Gross Welght- Ib
Block Speed- knots
D.O.C. - cents
C Lma x
.9 Design
73, 200
(101 •2%)
403• 9
()oo•4%)
2•57
(101.1%)
CLmax
• 95 Design
72,800
(100.7%)
403.4
(]00.3%)
2.55
(100.4%)
C Lmax
Design
72, 300
(1OO%)
402.2
( 100% )
2.54
(100%)
CLmax
1.05 Design
71,000
(98.2%)
400.6
(99.6%)
2.49
(9B.0%)
C Lmax
1.10 Design
69, 200
(95.7%)
399.4
(99.3%)
2.44
(96.1%)
RaisingtheCLmax10%abovetheselectedvalue improves the D.O.C. by 3.9°/0.
This gain suggests that the use of small blowing type flaps could possibly lead to lower
D.O.C., and that the 8 fan-ln-wing configuration previously eliminated during the early
part of the parametric study because of its complexity, merits further evaluation. This study
isbased on the original parametric design and did not include a revision of flap weight as
function of lift coefficient, however, the vehicle gross weight was adjusted to reflect the
effect of CLmax on the overall design.
Tilt-Rotor VTOL
Introduction. - Empty weight in a helicopter is of such great importance that every
possible means of reducing weight is and must be explored if VTOL attributes are to b'e ex-
panded and exploited. One recognized approach to weight reduction is increasing rotor
tip speed which results in lower weight rotors and main transmissions. Higher tip speeds,
however, increase profile drag losses with a resulting loss in figure of merit. Since figure
of merit is the ratio of thrust power developed for hover to the shaft horsepower required
to produce this _hrust, a lowering of the rotor figure of merit requires an increase in engine
size which tends to offset any weight reduction in the transmission and rotor.
The question posed, therefore, is how to increase rotor tip speed without loss of
figure of merit'?. Extensive aircraft propeller research and development over the past years
has faced the same question and has found one answer: reduce profile drag by reducing
airfoil section thickness at the high speed tip portions of the blade. Such an approach to
rotary wing appears to be a fruitful effort.
Figure 29 is an indication of improvements in figure of merit which can be attained
by application of propeller technology to rotor blade design. The lower curve shows the
variation of figure of merit with tip speed for a representative rotor using rotor blade de-
sign representative of today's practice; nominal tip thickness to chord ratios of 12%,
solidity of 0.1, thrust coefficient to solidity ratio (CT/C_) of O. 1, and washout angle of
8 degrees. This data was obtained from the Lockheed Rotor Performance Computer Program.
The upper curve was cross checked by using both a rotor performance program and a propeller
performance program.
The approximate figure of merit being measured on propellers used on the tilt-wlng
C-142B is also plotted in Figure 29 which indicates a figure of merit equal to 0.79 (from
unpublished data) at an operating tip speed of 900 feet per second. This propeller has a
solidity of O. 17, CT/cr of O. 13, washout twist of 43 degrees, and thickness ratio at the tip
of 0.033. The thickness at the hub is in the order of 35% chord which shows a high taper
in thickness.
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Analytical work has shown that the upper curve of Figure 29 labeled "propeller
technology", is attainable for rotors by going to the high thickness taper -- or at least to
low thickness ratio at the rotor blade tip. Note that an approximate correction for solidity
from 0.17 for the propeller to 0.1 for a rotor blade in the expression:
CT3/2/ /7
Figure of merit = 3/2
C T o 6 m
+ 8
shows that the figure of merit would drop from 0.79 to 0.69.
It is recognized that the maximum llft coefficient of the rotor blade is reduced when
the thickness-to-chord ratio is reduced. This would adversely affect figure of merit. Thus
it will be necessary to introduce a_rfoll camber to regain the toss of maximum llft coefficlenb
as is the case in propeller technology.
The rotor weight variation associated with rotor versus propel ler technology is due
primarily to planform taper, thickness taper, and twist angle. The planform taper and
thickness taper tend to make the blade lighter since the blade geometric distribution and
load distribution may be matched. However, the rotor hub may be heavier due to higher
stiffness requirements. The high twist angle required for the tilt rotor also adversely affects
the rotor weight. Preliminary studies indicate that there is a 2 percent penalty to rotor
weights on the stopped rotor going from rotor to propeller technology and a 4 percent
penalty on the tilt rotor vehicles. The difference is due to the difference in twist angle of
the blades. It should be pointed out, however, that rotor weights are lighter for the higher
tip speeds since the solidity ratio may be reduced as tip speed is increased.
Vehicle Comparison. - The tilt rotor aircraft was selected by considering a matrix
of 27 configurations, consisting of all the combinations of three gross weights, three rotor
diameters, and three rotor tip speeds. The rotors for these configurations were held to a
constant CT/O- of 0.1; the blades had propeller-like high taper in thickness; and a blade
twist angle of 24.72 ° was chosen, which was considered to be near optimum from previous
trade-off studies (Volume II of Addendum Report). Each combination of the above variables
defines a unique disc loading and rotor solidity. These in turn define engine size, actiHty
factor, and rotor figure of merit. For each of these rotors a map of efficiency in forward
fllght was calculated using a d igital computer program. All of these configurations were then run on
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a computer mission analysis program to provide D.O.C. 's from which a minimum D.O.C.
aircraft was selected. Figure 30 shows the characteristics of the final selected tilt-rotor
configuration resulting from the parameteric study in the column headed Rotor Technology.
Th is figure shows that the minimum D. O.C. airplane based on present rotor technology
has a rotor figure of merit of O. 621 at a tip speed of 800 feet per second. Additional develop-
ment of rotors with high thickness taper ratios would significantly raise the figure of merit at the
higher tip speeds as discussed in the Recommended Research and Development section of this
report. The column labeled Propeller Technology presents a mlnlmum D°O°C. aircraft based
on a higher figure of merit. The optimum aircraft now has a rotor tip speed of 900 feet per
second corresponding to a rotor figure of merit of 0.69 and a solidity ratlo of ,086,
Vehicle Description. - The general arrangements of the 60- and 120-passenger tilt-
rotor VTOL are shown on Figures 31 and 32 respectively. The crossshafted propulsion system
shown schematically on Figure 33 consists of four GE1/S1A type turboshaft engines mounted
in pairs at each wing tip and driving two large prop-rotors through individual overrunning
clutches. The rotors are interconnected across the wing by a hlgh-speed shaft systemwhich
is used to supply equal power to each rotor during normal and emergency operation and to
ensure rotor synchronization. The shaft is sized to accept one-half the torque output of one
englne_ thereby allowing equal power distribution to the rotors during three engine operation.
The rotor cross-shaftlng is also used to drive the hydraulic pumpst the electrical generatorst
and the compressors of the air conditioning system located near the centerllne of the airplane.
Engine starting is provided by hydraulic power supplied by an APU located in the fuselage.
Airplane and rotor anti-iclng is electrical.
The engine nacelles are located on each wing tip and the wing span is the minimum
compatible with suitable propeller-fuselage clearance. The nacelles are rotated by the
action of high ratio harmonic drive gear trains anchored to the pivot shaft attach fitting and
wing closure section. Its output ring gear is attached to the nacelle rotation torque input
frames. The harmonic drive is actuated by two hydraulic motors_ powered by separate hy-
draulic systems, either of which has the necessary power to rotate one nacelle. The motors
are servo controlled and further synchronization is assured by a nacelle rotation interconnecting
cross-shaft with the capability of transmitting power between nacelles. On the ground_ the
engine nacelles must be positioned 48 degrees above a horizontal position in order to provide
the necessary rotor clearance with the ground.
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Theleadingedge of the wing contains the functional systemssuch as hydraulics, elec-
trical, fuel, and fire extinguishing lines and engine and rotor controls. Rotor and nacelle
rotation cross-shaftlng is contained in the wlng bay between the 15- and 35-percent chord
spars. Fuel is contained in the wing between the 35- and 60-percent chord spars, outboard of
the fuselage. Deflection of flaps and ailerons reduces the hover power requirements by
relieving the wing down-load and improves the lift capability for transition.
In the helicopter mode, control in the roll, pitch, and yaw axes is provided respectively
by differential collective pitch control and cyclic pitch control. Conventional control sur-
faces are used in the airplane mode and are coupled with the rotor control gyros to "coordlnate"
rotor and airframe motions. The vehicle design is based on the following constants: maximum
rotor tip speed of 900 feet/second, wing taper ratio of 0.6, and a NACA 64 series airfoil with
a wing thickness ratio of 0.16 at the root and 0.14 at the tip.
The nacelle is of conventional sheet metal, stringer, bulkhead, and frame construction.
The forward section is designed as a torsion box to take rotor and engine torque plus the
nacelle rotation drive forces. The transmission oil cooler is located in the forward portion of
the nacelle. The aft section is designed with removable fairing to provide complete access to
the engines, controls, and nacelle rotation power hinge.
The rotor control and power transmissionsystemconsists of a planetary gear box, control
gyro, collective pitch servo, and cyclic pitch controls. Wiring, fuel lines, and hydraulic
lines are routed through the pivot shaft. Collective and cyclic pitch controls and propeller
cross-shafting are also routed through the pivot shaft and are located on the shaft centerline.
The transmissiondesign differs substantially in general arrangement from those normally
used for rotor drive systems. Instead of mounting the rotor on a rotating shaft, the rotor hub
is mounted directly on bearings on a nonrotatlng shaft which projects from the forward top
end of the transmisslon.
This concept allows utilization of a "pogo-stick" type rotor flight control installation
inside of the hollow nonrotatlng rotor support shaft. The integral control gyro and swash-
plate are located above the rotor hub on a nonrotating antifrlctlon bearing glmbal. The
nonrotatlng "pogo-stick" extends through the support shaft and the cyclic control input
forces are supplied from the aft and lower side of the transmission.
Collective pitch control is achieved by vertical or linear movement of the entire gyro,
gimbal, pogo-stick, and cyclic system by action of the collective pitch servo. Cyclic
pitch controls are not affected by the action due to a ball spline on its input torque tube
which precludes coupling between cyclic and collective pitch.
The transmission itself basically consists of an overrunning clutch provided at each
engine input, combined with a gear shift system, operated by dual electro hydraulic valves.
The gearbox has an overall ratio of 47 to 1 for the hovering mode and 60 to 1, for the
cruise mode. Cooling is provided by a dual stage oil cooler equipped with a variable exit
nozzle for oll temperature control. An over-running clutch is provided at each engine in-
put so that operative engines will not waste power turning a dead engine, and to further
provide for gear shifting of each engine independently.
A small net weight saving is achieved by elimination of the gearshift, since the
variable power turbine may be operated throughout the speed range. The weight subtracted
by the elimination of gearshift mechanisms and controls more than offsets the weight increase
required by slightly decreased power turbine efficiency. In addition, simplicity and reli-
ability are greatly enhanced.
The final design welght statements of the VTOL Tilt Rotor concept for both 60- and
120-passenger configurations are presented in Figure 34. The center of gravity travel is
limited to a most forward and aft position corresponding to 18.5% and 31.5% MAC by re-
stricting the use of forward and aft seat rows for both vehicle sizes.
The calculated mass moment of inertia properties of these configurations are as follows:
60-passenger 120-passenger
Roll - T (slug-feet 2) 0.749 x 106 2.55 x 106
XX
Pitch-1" (slug-feet 2) 0.481 x 106 1.69 x 106
YY
Yaw- I (slug-feet 2) 1.10 x 106 3.81 x 106
ZZ
Stability and Control: Stability and control investigations for the tilt rotor aircraft
have been directed in the main toward the resolution of the feasibility of operation of
large rotor/propellers both in hover and forward flight.
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In the hover mode of flight, control is obtained solely from the rotors, i.e., cyclic
for pitch, differential collective for roll, and differential cyclic for directional control.
The final design is marginal in meeting the required VTOL directional and pitch control
accelerations, and studies were conducted to determine means of increasing pitch and yaw
control power. The desired control levels can be obtained by reducing CT/o of the rotor/
prop from 0.12 to some lesser value. Sensitivity studies indicated that reductions in CT/a
to approximately . 10 result in negligible changes in D.O.C., hence the final tilt rotor
selected design would be essentially unchanged by the increased control capability.
During transition flight, when rotors are tilting from vertical to horizontal, a mixing
of controls is required. No detailed analysis of control has been undertaken at this condi-
tion; however, flight experience on a similar aircraft has shown that transition can occur at
fairly low power levels and tilt angles, approximately 30 degrees, indicating essentially
no loss in hover control capabilities.
The conventional longitudinal stability and control surfaces are sized to obtain a 5
percent static margin plus the requirement to trim at transition to a C L = 2.0 with 30
degree flap setting. An additional tail sizing consideration is imposed from the destabilizing
contribution of rotor/prop normal force. The vertical tail surface is sized to obtain a C n/3
level of 0.0015.
Trade-off and sensitivity studies. - These studies utilize the parametric aircraft as a
basis since the aircraft designs were being finalized concurrently toward the end of the study.
The aircraft sensitivity to number of passengers, in terms of gross weight, block speed, and
D.O.Co is presented in the following table.
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TILT ROTOR VTOL
SENSITIVITY OF GROSS WEIGHT, BLOCK SPEED
AND D.O.C° TO NUMBER OF PASSENGERS
500"Statute-Mile Range
Number of Passengers 60-Passenger 120-Passenger
Gross Welght, Ib 58,200 (100%) 107,400 (186.7%)
Block Speed, knots 313 (100%) 326.5 (104.7%)
D.O.C., cents 2.27 (100%) 1.65 (72.7%)
Although the other vehicles show very little improvement in cruise and block speeds
between the 60 and 120 passenger aircraft (Figure 10) the tilt rotor features a gain of 13.5
Knots and 29 Knots in block and cruise speeds respectively for the largersize aircraft.
The aircraft sensltlvity to rotor weight in terms of gross weight, block speed, and
D.O.C. is shown in the following table.
TI LT ROTOR VTOL
SENSITIVITY OF GROSS WEIGHT, BLOCK SPEED
AND D.O.C. TO ROTOR WEIGHT
500-Statute-Mile Range
75% Basic 100% Basic 125% Basic
Rotor Weight Weight Weight Weight
Gross Weight, Ib 56,250 (96.6%) 58,200 (100%) 60,400 (103.8%)
Block Speeds, knots 311.5 (99.5%) 313 (100%) 315.2 (100.7O/O)
D.O.C., cents 2.26 (99.6%) 2.27 (100%) 2.32 (102.2%)
The D.O.C. is not significantly affected by a change in rotor weight. The gross
weight changes show larger percentage variations, but it is not a strong factor in the cost
equation especially when combined with the high block speeds.
The aircraft sensitivity to installed power, flat rated for takeoff, in terms of gross
weight, block speed, and D.O.C., is shown in the following table.
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TILT ROTOR VTOL
SENSITIVITY OF GROSS WEIGHT, BLOCK SPEED
AND D.O.C. TO FLAT RATED INSTALLED HORSEPOWER
500 Statute Mile Range
Engine Shaft 100% Basic 150% Basic 200% Basic
Horsepower
(Flat Rated) Engine S HP/W G Engine SHP/W G Engine SHP/W G
Gross Welght, Lbs. 58,200 (100%) 65,200 (112 %) 72,200 (124 %)
Block Speed, Knots 313 (100%) 341.4 (109 %) 345.6 (110.4%)
D. O.C., Cents 2.27 (100°/0) 2.42 (106.6%) 2.71 (11 9.4%)
The basic engine power_to-gross-weight ratio is increased to 1.5 and 2 times the para-
metric vehicle level, without changing the takeoff power to gross weight ratio. The addi-
tional power is supplied to the propellers for cruise and some other flight conditions, with-
out significantly affecting transmission and gearbox weight. The block speed rises rapidly
at First, but this effect is more than compensated by a 12% increase in gross weight due
mainly to higher fuel weight increments, which is an important costing factor. The increase
in power is accompanied bya lowering in propeller efficiency, and hlgherS.F.C. In this
higher speed range the drag rise begins also to affect the fuel weight requirement.
Although higher speeds do not correspond to optimum D.O.C. values, an airline
could possibly consider the improvement in schedule time to be an overriding consideration.
The aircreft sensitivity to stage length, in terms of block speed and D.O.C. is pre-
sented in the following table°
TILT ROTOR VI"OL
SENSITIVITY OF BLOCK SPEED
AND D.O.C. TO STAGE LENGTH
Stage Length
Statute Miles
Block Speed, Knots
D.O.C., Cents
25 50 100 200 500
95. I 150.6 220.8 281.2 313.3
(30.4%) (48.0%) (70.5%) (89.8%) (I 00%)
9.42 5.71 3.76 2.79 2.27
(415.0%) (251.5%) (I 65.6°/0) (I 22.9%) (I 00%)
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Thestudy ground rule is to maintain a constant empty weight and adiust the gross
weight as a function of the fuel requirement for the particular stage length. The adverse
effect of short stage length on both block speed and D.O.C. are obvious.
The aircraft sensitivity to rotor blade drag coefficient (CDo) in terms of gross weight,
block speed,and D.©.C. is presented in the following table. With taper in thickness,
the basic CDo varies from blade tip to root .004 to .033, respectively. The incremental
ckange in CDo was introduced at each station along the span.
TILT ROTOR VT©L
SENSITIVITY OF GROSS WEIGHT, BLOCK SPEED
AND D.O.C. TO C D OF ROTOR BLADE
o
500 Statute Mile Range
CDo (Rotor Blades) Basic C D -.001 Basic C D Basic CD + .001
O O O
Gross Weight, Ib 57,950 58,200 58,550
Block Speed, knots 311 313 316
D. O.C., cents 2.27 (100%) 2.27 (100%) 2.27 (100%)
The D.O.C. is insensitive to rotor blade drag coefficient (C D ) over the range of
values investigated for this configuration. A higher value of the dra_ coefficient reduces
the rotor figure of merit and increases the shaft horsepower requirements. The slightly high-
er block speed resulting from the additional installed power is compensated by a small vari-
ation in gross weight.
Lift/Cruise Fan VTOL
General description. - The final 60- and 120-passenger lift/cruise fan VTOL designs,
shown in Figures 35 and 36 respectively, are high wing T-tail airplanes of conventional con-
struction. The T-tail configuration is used to minimize the destabilization due to downwash.
Each wing tip pod contains three scaled GE1/Jltype gas generators_ a G. E. type
variable stator tip turbine driven lift fan, and a cruise fan driven by a four-stage turbine.
These units are hung from the main wing beam structure extension in the pod.
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ThepropulsionsystemschematicisshownonFigure37. Thecentergasgeneratoruses
a cruiseair intakeandsuppliesgasprimarilyto drivethecruisefanturbine. Thetwoside
generatorsemployair intakesonthesidesof thepodandareusedprimarilyto drivethe lift
fan. All threegasgenerators discharge through isolatlon valves into a common manifold so
that in the event of gas generator failure it is isolated from the system and essentially sym-
metric lift is obtained. The llft fans are equipped with shutoff valves and a shutoff valve at
each wing t_p pod prevents pressurization of the gas suppJy duct to the pitch and yaw control
valve dur_n_ conventional flight. The cruise fan discharges through vectoring nozzles siml-
lar to the Bristol Siddeley Pegasus nozzle. The lift fan is equipped with intake doors and
vectorlng exit louvers.
The wing sweep is 25 degrees at the quarter chord and conventlonal simple slotted
flaps and sealed ailerons are used. The NACA 64A series airfoil has a thickness ratio of
0.13 at the root and 0.10 at the tip. The wing has an aspect ratio of 3 and a taper ratio of
0.4.
For roll control, llft is spoiled by vectoring the cruise fan nozzle aft and the llft fan
louvers forward on one wing tip pod and unspoiling lift on the other pod by reverse move-
ment of the nozzle and louvers. For lift control, llft is changed by vectoring the cruise fan
nozzles and the lift fan louvers in opposite dlrectlons in unlson on both pods. During tran-
sitlon the cruise fan nozzles and the lift fans _ louvers are vectored in the same direction in
unison on both pods. During conventional flight the cruise fan nozzles are vectored straight
aft and the llft fans' inlet doors and exit louvers are closed.
The pitch and yaw control nozzle, located at the aft extremlty of the fuselage, is a
turret type double spool valve. Rotation of the outer spool provides pitch, yawr or any com-
bination of pitch and yaw _:orces. The thrust for pitch and yaw is controlled by rotation of
the inner spool of the valve, which controls the size of the nozzles. All of the thrust vec-
toring devices are designed to provide full control in less than two-tenths of one second.
Control during conventional flight is attained by conventional flap, aileron, rudder, and
varlable incidence horizontal tail.
Airframe construction is conventional except for the ducts and control nozzle which
are fabricated of high temperature steel. An APU is installed so that the aircraft is self
sufficient. All hydraulics, pneumatics, electrical and air conditioning systems are of con-
ventlonal design.
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The weight statements for the 60- and 120-passenger aircraft are presented in Figure 38,
The center of gravity travel varies From 18.5% to 28.5% MAC for both airplanes_ well within
the desired limits of 18.5% to 31.5% MAC. There is practically no seat restriction required
for these aircraft.
The calculated mass moment of inertia properties of these configurations are as follows:
60-passenger 120-passenger
Roll - I (slug-feet 2) 0.382 x 106 1.39 x 106
xx
Pitch - Z (slug-feet 2) 0.518 x 106 1.83 x 106
YY
Yaw - Izz (slug-feet 2) 0.847 x 106 3.15 x 106
Stability and control: Pitch and yaw control are obtained in the hover mode by jet
thrust nozzles located in the aft fuselage extremity. During hover maximum fan thrust is
malntalned and the latter is deflected so that the llft component is about 15 percent less
than the total thrust. Roll control is obtained by reducing the fan thrust deflection on one
side and deflecting more on the other side, without change in the total llft. At higher speeds
the control power is augmented by conventional aerodynamic controls.
The control powers are summarized below for hover at maximum gross weight for the
60-passenger design, These control powers are reduced to 80% for the 120-passenger de-
slgn.
All engines operatlve_ trimmed about 0.25 MAC:
T
= 1.15
W
No roll control available.
0.6 rod/sec 2 in pitch or 0.5 rod/sec 2 in yaw.
T
= 1.0
W
0.6 rad/sec 2 in roll and
0.6 rad/sec 2 in pitch or 0.5 rad/sec 2 in yaw.
One gas generator inoperative_ trimmed about 0.25 MAC:
T = 1.15
W
No roll control available
0, 12 rad/sec 2 in pitch and
0.10 rad/sec 2 in yaw,
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T
-1.0
W
0.6 rad/sec 2 in roll and
0.12 rad/sec 2 in pitch and
0.10 rad/sec 2 in yaw.
All desired levels of control power appropriate to a single engine failure are met.
In normal six--gas generator operation, both pitch and yaw requirements are metr but the
roll control power is less than desired. Maximum roll control power for the 60-possenger
design is 0.6 rad/sec 2 at T/W = 1.0; about 2/3 of this value is available at T/W = 1.05.
This is less than 1.2 rad,/sec 2 desired at T/W = 1.0 and 0.60 rad,/sec 2 desired at T/W = 1.05.
Takeoff transition is accomplished by deflecting both the lift fan louvers and the
cruise fan nozzles ta an aft position. At zero forward velocity the vertical forces are bal-
anced at T/W = 1.0 and a pitching moment balance is maintained. Pitching moments arising
from lift fan thrust fall off and fan inlet air momentum moments are trimmed throughout the
entire transition by the pitch control reaction jet and with elevator. At 200 knots four gas
generators and the lift fans are shut off and flight continues with one gas generator driving
each cruise fan.
Landlng transition is initiated from the same condition at which takeoff transition is
terminated. Inoperative engines are restarted and diverted into the lift fans and control sys-
tem, vanes and cascades are rotated forward for braking, and a vertical force balance is
maintained. At low speeds additional braking is realized by trimming to a slight nose up
attitude. At V -- 0 the cascade and vanes are rotated rapidly to the hover position. Fig-
ures 39 and 40 show lapsed time and distance covered for takeoff transition to 200 knots
and for landing transition started from 200 knots.
This vehicle requires a complete 6 degree of freedom autopilot stability augmentation
system.
Trade-off and sensitivity studies. - These studies utilize the parametric aircraft as a
basis since the aircraft designs were being finalized concurrently toward the end of the study.
The aircraft sensltivity to number of passengers_ in terms of gross weightt block speedr and
D.O.C. is shown in the following table.
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LIFT/CRUISE FAN VTOL
SENSITIVITY OF GROSS WEIGHT, BLOCK SPEED
AND D.O.CTONUMBER OF PASSENGERS
500 Statute Mile Range
Number of Passengers 60 Passenger 120 Passenger
Gross Weight, Ib
Block Speed, knots
D.O.C., cents
70,000 (100%)
355.o (i oo%)
2.82 (100%)
142,000 (202.9°/o)
355.0 (100%)
2.37 (840/0)
The sensitivity of the aircraft to number of gas generators in terms of gross weight,
block speed, and D.O C. is shown in the following table
LIFT/CRUISE FAN VTOL
SENSITIVITY OF GROSS WEIGHT, BLOCK SPEED
AND D.O.C. TO NUMBER OF GAS GENERATORS
500 Statute Mile Range
Number of Gas Generators 4 6 8
Gross Weight, Ib
Block Speed, knots
D O.C , cents
72,400 (103.4%)
374 (105.1%)
2.85 (101.1%)
70,000 (100%)
355.8 (100%)
2.82 (100%)
67,600 (96.60/0)
334 (93.9%)
2.82 (100%)
In order to minimize the penalty resultlng from the drag rise these vehicles cruise on
two engines only It can be seen that the O O C _s generally insensitive to the number of
engines and there is no variation between the 6 and 8 gas generator configuratlons.
For a constant thrust-to-weight ratio, the individual power plant size is inversely
proportional to the number of engines. Since all vehicles cruise on two engines only, the
smaller engines operate at a more optimum power setting resulting in lower SFC and total
fuel weight. In addition, the minimum installed power requirement is determined by the
takeoff with one engine failed condition. Since the failure of one engine respresents a
smaller percentage of the total installed power for the 6 and 8 engine configurations, a
lower takeoff power level is required for these vehicles. These two factors reduce the air-
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craft grossweightasthenumberof enginesis increasedfrom4 to 8. The6 and8 gasgen-
eratorvehicleshavea lowercruisingspeed,however,becauseof the lowerthrustavailable
from2 smallerengines. Thisreduction in block speed almost compensates the improve-
ment in gross weight, resulting in small overall D.O.C. variations.
An evaluation of the results indicates that an 8-englne configuratlon, cruising on four
engines to achieve a hlgher block speed without affecting appreclably the SFC and fuel
fraction, is probably a more optimum vehicle in terms of D ©.C.
A similar conclusion would apply to the 120 passenger Lift/Crulse Fan VTOL. However,
the heavier vehicle is characterized by a lower propulsion system weight-fraction. The per-
centage weight reduction which can be expected from the installation of a large number of
engines is therefore somewhat smaller than that achieved with the 60 passenger vehicle. The
block speed remains nevertheless a major factor in the cost equation and it can be expected
that for a 120 passenger aircraft, the 8 engine configuration using 4 engines for cruise would
be most efficlent in terms of D.O.C.
The aircraft sensitivity to skin friction coefficient (Cf), in terms of gross weight, block
speed, and D.O.C. is presented in the following table:
LIFT/CRUISE FAN VTOL
SENSITIVITY OF GROSS WEIGHT, BLOCK SPEED
AND D.O.C. TO SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENT (Cf)
500 Statute Mile Range - T/W Constant
Skin Friction
Coef. Cf
Gross Weight, Ib
Block Speed, knots
D.O.C., cents
Cf
.0025
68,500 (97.9°/o)
350 (98.4%)
2.80 (99.3%)
Cf
.0032
70,000 (10m/o)
355.8 (i oo%)
2.82 (100%)
Cf
.0045
73,200 (104.60/0)
337.6 (94.8%)
3.06 (108.5o/o)
Since block speed is one of the major factors in the D.O.C. equation, the small
variation in block speed between Cf values of .0025 and .0032 corresponds to 0.7 percent
change in D.O.C. Raising the coefficient of friction to .0045, however, reduces the
block speed significantly and increases the D. O.C. 8.5%.
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It canbeconcludedthat lowvaluesof coefficientof frictiondonotappearto appreciably
improvetheLift/CruiseFanD.O•C. However,highervalueshavea significantimpacton
theeconomicsof thevehicle. It is thereforeimportanto achieveanaerodynamicallyclean
design.
Thesensitivityof theaircraft to engineweight, in termsof grossweight, blockspeed,
andD.O.C. areshownin the followingtable.
LIFT/CRUISEFANVTOL
SENSITIVITYOFGROSSWEIGHT,BLOCKSPEED
ANDD.O.C. TOENGINEWEIGHT
500StatuteMile Range
EngineWeight
Factor
GrossWeight, Ib
BlockSpeed,knots
D.O.C., cents
EngineWeight
•75Wt. Factor
67,200 (96.0%)
356.2 (100•I%)
2.78 (98.6%)
EngineWeight
1.0 Wt. Factor
70,000 (100%)
355.8 (100°/0)
2.82 (100%)
EngineWeight
1.25Wt. Factor
73,000 (104.3%)
355.3 (99%)
2.86 (101.40/o)
Forthisevaluationtheengineweightswerechangedto 75percentand 125percentof
theiroriginal valueswhile maintaininga constanthrust• Thethrustbeingunchanged,the
variationsin blockspeedaresmall. Becauseof therelativelyminorimportanceof theweight
factorin theD.O.C. equationthe4 percentvariationin grossweightresultsonlyin a 1.4
percentchangein D.O.C., eitherway.
TheD.O.C. sensitivityto cruisespeedis tabulatedbelow.
LIFT/CRUISEFANVTOL
SENSITIVITYOFD.O.Co TOCRUISESPEED
500StatuteMile Range
MachNo.
D.O.C., cents
•805
2.82
(100%)
.75O
2.90
(i02.8%)
•700
3.00
(106.4°/0)
.65O
3.12
(110.6°/o)
.600
3.26
(I 15.60/0)
.55O
3.43
(121 . 6°/0)
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Reduced engine power settings were used to reduce cruise speed. The D.O.C. varies
inversely with cruise speed. The speed of the selected lift/crulse fan vehicle falls in the
flat section of the curve indicating an optimum speed range. Higher speed, however, would
move the vehicle further up along the drag rise curve adding significantly to the thrust and
fuel requirements and resulting in higher D.O.C.
Since the vehicle gross weight and the fuel weight are maintained constant the design
mission is not identical throughout the speed range, however, the results are representaHve
of the D.O.C. sensitivity to cruise speed.
The results of the trade-off study between reserve fuel weight and additional passen-
gers, and the resulting sensitivity of D.O.C. to stage length, are shown in the following
table. The aircraft total fuel reserve was eliminated and replaced by an equivalent fuse-
lage-passenger weight. A weight increment of 200 pounds was used for each passenger and
baggage, plus 105 pounds per passenger corresponding to the additional length of fuselage,
seat and equipment. This revision increased the passenger load from 120 to 144 and reduced
the D.O.C. by 20.6 percent. Because of the form of the D. ©.C. equatlon this percentage
remains constant for all stage lengths.
LIFT/CRUISE FAN VTOL
144 PASSENGER
SENSITIVITY OF D.O.C. TO STAGE LENGTH
Stage Length,
Statute Miles
D.O.C., cents
25
9.94
505%
5O
5.79
294%
100
3.67
186%
200
2.59
131%
500
1.97
100%
5OO
(120 pass. )
2.37
120%
The aircraft sensitivity to specific fuel consumption, in _'erms of gross weight, block
speed, and D.O.C. is shown in the following table.
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LIFT/CRUISE FAN VTOL
SENSITIVITY OF GROSS WEIGHT, BLOCK SPEED
AND DoOoCo TO SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION
500 Statute Mile Range - T/W Constant
Specific Fuel
Consumption
Gross Weight, Ib
Block Speed, knots
D.O.C., cents
SFC
• 9 Basic
67,200 (96o/o)
356 (100.1%)
2.71 (96.1%)
SFC Basic
Configuration
7o,ooo (1oo%)
355.8 (I00%)
2.82 (100%)
SFC
1.1 Basic
72,800 (104%)
355 (99.8%)
2.94 (I04.3%)
A variation of + 10 percent in SFC has an appreciable effect on the D.O.C. A
D
major factor, block speed, naturally remains nearly constant. However, the variation in
D. O. C. is larger than would be normally expected from the corresponding change in
gross weight. This is due to the fuel cost factor included in the D.O.C. equation. From
these results it appears that further improvement in engine SFC would result in appreciable
savings in vehicle direct operating cost.
The aircraft sensitivity to control power, in terms of the gross weight, block speed,
and D.O.C., is shown in the following table:
LIFT/CRUISE FAN VTOL
SENSITIVITY OF GROSS WEIGHT, BLOCK SPEED
AND D.O.C. TO CONTROL POWER
500 Statute Mile Range
Control Power
Gross Weight, Ib
Block Speed, knots
D.O.C., cents
Control Power
.5 Basic
66,700 (95.3%)
353 (99.20/o)
2.70 (95.8%)
Control Power
Basic Configuration
Control Power
2 x Basic
70,000 (100%)
355.8 (I 0O%)
2.82 (I 00%)
76,600 (109.4O/o)
356 (100.1%)
3. I 0 (I 06.2%)
The various levels of control power indicated are achieved by varying the thrust
capabil_ty of the controls in all three axes. The amount ofengTnegasbleed-offandfhe
total installed propulsion power requirements are adjusted to satisfy the new control con-
ditions. The vehicle tail areas are maintained constant.
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It can be seen from the results that the control power requirements for lift/cruise fan
VTOL aircraft have an appreciable effect on vehicle D.© .C. VTOL control criteria must
be accurately determined in order to achieve proper design optimization.
Stopped Rotor VTOL
Vehicle Comparison. - Figure 41 shows a comparison of the characteristics of the
minimum DoOoCo aircraft for each of the four stopped rotor concepts considered in the
study. The twin rotor vehicles are significantly heavier than the single rotor vehicles.
This is primarily due to an increase in propulsion weight and fuel requirements. The pro-
pulsion system weight is higher for twin rotors slncethe minimum D. OoC. aircraft require
a higher disc loading to offset the increase in drag associated with trailed blades in cruise
flight. Also, a low disc loading forces the wing span to be increased, which increases
the wing weight. There is also a wing weight penalty associated with mounting the rotors
on the wing tips. The fuel requirements increase due to the increase in vehicle drag of
the twin rotor vehicles. The slngle-rotor_ propeller driven aircraft was selected as optimum
from these four concepts since it has the minimum DoOoC_ The next most competitive
concept is the single rotor, turbofan driven aircraft. However, it has a higher D.O.C.
even though it is slightly lighter and has a higher cruise speed. This is due entirely to a
higher engine cost based directly on price quotes from the engine manufacturers. The turbo
fans were sized for hover requirements which results in a cruise Mach number of about 0.76
at 35,000 feet.
Differential propeller thrust for anti-torque was not considered in this study because
other in-house work (unpublished) has shown the tall rotor to be the most efficient overall
method in this application. The tall rotor is to be stopped in horizontal position pointing
into the direction of flight. For this reason, the tail-rotor drag was assumed to be very
small and was not considered.
The vehicles discussed above were optimized based on present rotor technology on
which the rotor figure of merit drops sharply with increasing tip speed. It is felt that
additional development of rotors wltb more propeller-like characteristics could significantly
ralse the figure of merit at higher tip speeds as discussed in the Recommended Research and
Development section of this report. Figure 42 shows a comparison of the characteristics of
the minimum DoO°C. aircraf_ for present rotor technology and advanced propeller tech-
nology rotors. The final selected stopped rotor utilizes propeller technology rotor blades
since it is felt that this application is consistent with the state of the art assumed for the
other concepts studied. Propeller versus rotor technology is discussed in the Tilt Rotor -
Introduction Section on Page 31.
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General description. - The genera I arrangement of the 60 passenger stopped rotor
is shown in Figure 43. In VTOL mode the aircraft retains the hover characteristics of a
low disc loading helicopter by using a simple three bladed main rotor to provide hover llft.
In cruising flight the rotor is progressively unloaded, folded and stowed on top of the aft
fuselage compartment and the conventional high loading wing provides cruise llft.
The wing planform has 0° sweepbackt 0.6 taper ratlo, and aspect ratio of 6. In
order to achieve high cruise efficiency the wing loading is 120 pounds per square foot. A
NACA 64 series airfoil is used with a w_ng thickness ratio of 0.14 at the root and 0.12 at
the tlp° Full span flaps are attached toa conventional wing structure to relieve wing down-
load in hover and to improve wing CLmax during transition and emergency wing lift landing.
The propuklon system dlagram Figure 44 shows the gearing and cross shafting inter-
connecting the englnes_ cruise propellers, main and tail rotors_ Four GE 1/S1A Free tur-
bine turboshaft engines mounted in pairs in underslung wing nacelles drive two 16-ft dlam-
eter conventional propellers through a gear reduction box and clutches. An overrunning
clutch on each engine output shaft automatically disengages the engine from the propulsion
system in case of failure. Two high speed shafts _n each wing leading edge drive the main
rotor gear box through ]ndlvldual 90°angle drives. The antitorque rotor _s driven in a con-
ventional manner from the main gear box. Two brakes and clutches located in each engine
nacelle disconnect the turboshaft engines from the vertical lift system and stop both rotors
during transition. The main rotor is deslgned for a 13 pounds per square foot dlsk loading
and a maximum tip speed of 900 feet per second. The tall rotor maximum tip speed is 900
feet per second.
The weight statement For the 60 passenger stopped rotor VTOL is shown in Figure 45.
There _s a 2400-pound penalty associated with stopping and starting the rotor. This corres-
ponds to 3.4 percent of the gross weight.
The translt|on from hover mode to cru|se fl|ght is ach|eved as follows: The aTrcraft
accelerates from hover to approx|mately 140 knots as a compound vehicle with flaps down
to achieve higher C L and unload the rotor. The rotor is de-clutched and the brakes
energized to stop both rotors whTle the vehicle speed Ts held to approximately 140 knots.
The rotor is locked with one blade trailing and the two forward blades are rotated aft to the
proper pos|tion for stowing. The ma_n rotor supporHng linkage |s rotated forward to retract
the whole rotor and hub assembly on top of the fuselage.
The following diagram shows the time and speed history for the var|ous transition
sequences discussed above.
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The blade folding mechanism is a simple hinge system using one of the blade attachment
pins as pivot point. The main rotor retraction and stowing system operates in a manner similar
to a conventional landing gear retraction system. A cylinder releases the uplock mechanism
and the hub supporting arm is rotated forward and down hydraulically lowering the hub and
the blades into a stowed position. Several fuselage doors cover the hub and blade assembly
to provide an aerodynamically clean fuselage configuration.
The rigid rotor principle, with free gyro control throughout as RPM is reduced,
permits stopping of the blades in flight during transition. The stopped rotor aircraft
is capable of landing in a STOL mode with rotor folded in an emergency operation.
Recent studies have shown that "gas coupling" as opposed to a mechanical drive sys-
tem between the four gas generators and the main rotor gear box eliminates complex and
heavy gear boxes, clutches etc., resulting in a small net weight saving and appreciable
simplification of the transmission system proper. This subject is further discussed in section
"Recommended Research and Development. "
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Di scussl o n
The purpose of the economic analysis is to provide a numerical basis for comparison
of various V/STOL concepts to determine which are the most promising for development into
a successful commercial short haul transport.
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Ideally, an economic comparison involves consideration of total system revenues and
expenses. However, the purpose of this study is also to indicate specific research work that
is required to develop useful commercial V/STOL aircraft. The emphasis of the study is,
therefore, on aircraft design. Economic aspects have been considered to the extent that
these affect the design of each V/STOL concept. Economic comparison has therefore been
confined to alrcraft direct operating costs (D. O.C.), expressed in cost per available seat
mile.
The economic analysis output is summarized in the table on the following page. The
D.O.C. of each of the 13 initial 60-passenger vehicles which were evaluated or evolved
from the original concept development phase was computed based on a 500-mile stage length,
10.25-minute fixed time, and a total commercial market of 300 vehicles. These D.O.C.
values were used as the primary figure of merit in the selection of the most promising vehicle
concepts for further design study and cost evaluation, and therefore each vehicle design was
optimized for this particular stage length. The D.O.C. of the final selected parametric
vehicles, both 60- and 120-passenger configurations, was computed for many various opera-
tlonal conditions (stage length, fixed time, total yearly utilization time) and two potentiar
markets (commercial and milltary-commercial exclusively). The last column represents the
final point design vehicles, six 60-passenger and five 120-passenger, and indlcates a D. O.C.
computatlon based on a 500-mile range stage length.
In addition, many varlous D.O.C. sensltlvity studies were conducted on each of the
final parametric vehicles and the results are presented and discussed under each vehicle sec-
tlon.
Direct operating costs (D. O.C.) are those costs assoclated with operating an aircraft
exclusive of overhead costs. D.O.C. usually consists of five major categories: crew, fuel
and oli, insurance, depreclatlon_ and maintenance.
The factors influenclng D.O.C.'s_ expressed in terms of available seat miles (ASM)
are shown in functional form in the following simplified equation:
D.O.C. = IConstants + Weight + Fuel Consumption + First Costs (Weight + Thrust) 1
ASM f/Block Speed + Stage Length + Number of Seats + Time Between Overhaul
+ Utilization + Depreciation Period
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Specific physical characteristics of the alrcraft influence D. O.C. to the extent that
they affect weight, speed, fuel consumption, and power. The two most important aircraft
characteristics are weight and speed, assuming a fixed size expressed in the number of seats.
The Short Haul Transport Direct Operating Cost Model is based on the 1960 version
of the Air Transport Association Standard Method of Estimating Comparative Direct Operating
Costs of Transport Airplanes. All D.O.C. costs are in 1965 dollars.
There are five major cost categories in the D.O.C° model: crew, fuel and oil, in-
surance, depreclatlon, and maintenance. Of these five categories, only the maintenance
cost formula varies significantly from the ATA method. The formulas for each of the five
major categories of direct operating costs and total aircraft as well as the assumptions are
included in the Addendum Report.
Concept Comparisons
Vehicle concepts. - Since the final design and sensitivity studies were conducted
concurrently toward the end of the study the following cost sensitivities and comparisons
are for the final parametrlc aircraft, however, they are directly applicable to the final
vehicles.
A D.O.C. compar|son of the 60-passenger v'rOL and STOL concepts is shown
in Figure 46 for the 500 statute mile stage length, the mission for whlch these aircraft
were optimized. The costs are based on a commercial production of 300 aircraft including
research and development costs (RDT&E); annual utilization and fixed (non-productive)
time are 2000 hours and 10.25 minutes, respectively. Fixed tlme represents the time re-
qulred to land, takeoff, and taxi. An a|r maneuver tlme, or go-around time, of 4.25
minutes is included in the definition of the "fixed time. "
The d|rect operating costs of the 60 and 120-passenger VTOL and STOL aircraft based
on a total production of 300 aircraft, including research and development costs (RDT&E)
are presented inFigure 47 for five different stage lengths. This figure also includes the
direct operating costs of the 60 passenger vehicle based on a total production of 600 air-
craft (300 commercial and 300 military) with the research and development costs absorbed
by the military program exclusively.
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Theeffectof stagelengthonD.O.C. doesnotchangetherelativerankingof the
120-passengervehicles;the D.O.C. of the60-passengerjet flapSTOL,however,increases
slightly fasterwithshorterstagelengththantheD.O.C. of the60-passengertilt rotorVTOL
andtherankingof thesetwovehiclesis reversed.ThepercentageD.O.C. increaseswith
shorterstagelengthiscorrespondinglyhigherfor thehighercostvehicles.
Theeffectof themilitaryprogramontotal aircraftcostsis to reducethembyone-
third. Unitcostshavebeenreducednotonlybecauseof theabsorptionof the RDT&Ecosts
butalsodueto the lowerproductioncostperunit astheproductionquantityincreases.As
shownin F]gure47, theeffectof themilitaryprogramdoesnotalter the relativerankingof
the60-passengeraircraftsinceit representsa similarD.O.C. improvement(15to 20per-
cent) forall vehicles. ThepercentageD.O.C. improvementisslightly largerat theshorter
stagelength.
TheD.O.C. distributedamongthe five majorcostcategoriesis shownin FTgure48
with a percentagedistributionamongthesecostelements.
A comparisonof thetotal costsof thefive 60and120passengerV/STOLconceptsTs
shownin FTgure49. Thetotal aircraftcostsarebasedontheproductionrunof 300aircraft,
includingresearchanddevelopmentcosts(RDT&E).Thecostof eachmajorcomponent,
includingRDT&E,isalsoshownseparately.
Theoriginalcostestimatingrelationshipsfor theShortHaulTransportD.O.C. model
weredevelopedfor the60-passengerversions.Costsforthe 120passengervehicleswere
derivedona weightbasisfromthecurvesfor thesmalleraircraft. Thismethodleadsto
relatively largeRDT&Ecostsfor the120-passengeraircraft. Althoughthesevaluescontrib-
ute to a slightly higher total aircraft cost they do not affect the cost relationships between
the various vehicles.
D.O.C. Sensitivities
The sensitTvlty of direct operating costs to changes in several key variables is dTs-
cussed below. The sens]tTvitles to changes in the s_ze of the aircraft (expressed in the num-
ber of seats), utilization, fixed (unproductive) time, and engine cost were ascertained for
each of the vehicle types. The D.O.C.'s were also computed for each of the 60- and
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120-passengerai craftoperatingovera hypotheticalmission,aswell asfor the final design
aircraftat the500-milestagelength. In addition, D.O.C. sensitivityto changesin key
variableswhichaffectonlyoneor twoof the V/STOLconceptswasalsodeterminedand
theresultsarepresentedin theDesignStudyResultsSectionundereachparticularvehicle
heading. Theyinclude:
Deflectedslipstream STOL 2000 ft
D.O.C. Sensitivity to:
Jet flap STOL 2000 ft
D.O.C. sensitivity to:
Fan-in-Wing STOL 1000 ft
D. ©. C. sensitivity to:
Tall size (area)
Field length
Flap/wing chord
Skin friction coefficient
Flat rated engine
Engine by-pass ratio
Cruise speed (Math Number)
Lift coefficient (C L )
max
Tilt rotor V-I'OL
D.O.C. sensitivity to:
Lift/Cruise fan VTOL
D.O.C. sensitivity to:
Rotor weight
Transmission weight
Drag coefficient
Flat rated engine
Engine weight
Number of generators
Skin friction coefficient
Control power
Cruise speed (Math Number)
Specific fuel consumption
Although these D.O.C. sensitivity studies were conducted on an individual aircraft,
several can be considered representative of other similar types of vehicles(e.g, skin friction
coe ffic lent, c ru ise speed)
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Aircraft size (number of seats). - Doubling the payload (expressed in the number of
seats) is one of the most effective ways of lowering operating costs as shown in Figure 50.
It can be noted that the relative ranking of the 60-passenger jet flap STOL and tilt rotor
VTOL, respectively 2 and 3, based on D.O.C. values is reversed for the same 120-passen-
ger vehicles, indicating a slightly larger D.O.C. improvement with heavier payload for the
t_lt rotor vehicle.
Aircraft utilization, expressed as the number of hours the aircraft is in service each
year, is equally as important as the number of seats in affecting operation costs. Its effect
is almost wholly on insurance and depreciation costs. Doubling the annual hours of utiliza-
tion from 2000 (5.5 hours a day) to 4000, reduces operating costs by 22% to 30%. Figure 51
represents a typical example of variation in D.O .C. at various stage lengths for 2000,
3000, and 4000 hours of yearly utilization.
Fixed time. - Fixed time, or unproductive time, represents the time required to land,
takeoff, and taxi, plus an air maneuver time or go-around time of 4.25 minutes.
A fixed time of 10.25 minutes was considered as the standard for the D.O.C. compu-
tations: 4 minutes for taxi and ground delays at origin and destination, one minute for
takeoff and one minute for landlng, and 4.25 minutes alr maneuver time. To test the sensitivity
of operational improvements, D.O.C.'s were also computed using a fixed tlme of 4 minutes:
2 minutes for taxi and ground delays, and one minute for landing and one minute for take
off. A fixed time of 2 minutes was also used to compute D.O.C.'s for the two VI"OL air-
craft: one minute for landing, one minute for take off and no taxl time. The 2-minute
fixed time was utilized in operations, under the "Corridor Concept." (See Operational
Analysis.)
D.O.C.'s are not very sensitive to changes in fixed time at longer stage lengths. At
shorter stage lengths, however, the effect is more significant, as shown in Figure 52. The
two bands represent the range of percentage improvement in D. O.C. for 6.25 and 8.25
minute fixed time compared to ]0.25 minutes fixed time for all five selected vehicles. The
rotor type vehicles showed the least improvement and the fan types are represented by the
higher curves.
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Engine Costs. - D.O.C. estimates were made For each of the concepts assuming
that engine costs would be one-half and double the original cost estimate. As expected,
only in the concepts requiring high power (Lift/Cruise Fan, Fan-_n-Wing, and Jet Flap) is
there any significant impact of the change in engine costs as shown in Figure 53.
Hypothetical mission. - Another check of the D.O.C. sensitivity to operations was
made by calculating the costs of operating each V1"OL and STOL over the 720 mile mission
shown in Figure 54. The starting and returning points are at A. All vehicles refuel at air-
ports A, C, and E and take off at a gross weight which includes only the fuel required for
the mission plus 1/2 hour loiter. The VI"OL aircraft use VTOL landing and take off mode at
all airports. A comparison between the direct operating costs based on the 500 statute miles
stage length and the hypothetical mission direct operating costs shows that the percentage
increase in D. O.C. is relatively small for the tilt rotor and deflected slipstream (on the
order of 15% for the 60-passenger vehicle), but goes up rapidly for the other vehicles in the
relative order, lift/cruise fan, jet flap and fan-ln-wing. The fan-powered aircraft
experience higher D.O.C.'s because the increased use of lift fans in rake-offs and land-
ings increase the maintenance costs. A similar progression is applicable to the 120-
passenger vehicle although the percentage increase is slightly larger for the larger aircraft.
It can also be noted that the relative ranking of the 120-passenger vehicles remains
unchanged. The ranking of the 60-passenger aircraft is modified such that the tilt rotor
VTOL becomes cheaper than the jet Flap STOL 2000-ft and the llft/cruise fan precedes the
fan -in-wlng.
This evaluation indicates the importance of using ground rules based on realistic air-
llne operational procedures in order to conduct a valid economic evaluation of various
aircraft designs.
A breakdown of segment fuel in pounds for this mission is shown in Figure 54.
OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS
The operational analysis includes on evaluation of the feasibility of short haul VI"OL
and STOL type aircraft operations in congested areas, as well as an evaluation and compari-
son of each study vehicle based on airworthiness, safety, maintainability and noise factors.
The results of this study together with the cost data previously presented provide the means
necessary to assess the feasibility of the various vehicles and a basis for selectlon of the
most promising vehicles for short haul transportation.
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Projectedshorthaultransportoperationin theNewYorkmetropolitanareais pre-
sentedfirst, witha discussionof the"corridorconcept". Los Angeles, although typical of
large metropolitan areas, presents a different operational environment and is evaluated on
a comparative basis.
Metropolitan Area Service
Major requirements for commercial service by V/STOL aircraft _nclude the ability to
operate in non-flxed wing airspace, in all-weather conditions and within acceptable levels
of noise. The New York and Los Angeles metropolitan areas are selected for examination
as representing extremes of economic and operational environments. The New York area
is the most congested area both in the air and on the ground and is a most likely area for the
development of V/STOL service. Los Angeles is the most decentralized of the larger metro-
politan areas. Competition from the automobile and fixed-wing aircraft are expected to
retard comparable development of inter-city V/STOL service in the Los Angeles area with-
in the next decade.
NewYork Area. - The New York airspace already experiences traffic congestion dur-
ing some hours of the day. These periods of peak congestion will grow longer if no major
changes are made within the next decade. Two approaches which have been suggested to
relieve the congested airspace in the New York area are: an additional airport, or better
utilization of existing airports.
An addiHonal airport could relieve congestion in the air. However, since any new
major airport would be farther from midtown Manhattan than existing airports, total trip time
and cost will increase because of the longer ground distances. Increasing capacity at exist-
ing airports will ease airspace congestion to some degree. But ground congestion at the air-
ports, and from the a_rports to midtown Manhattan, will result in increased total trlp time
and cost. The time lost because of air and ground congestion Tsa small percentage of total
trip time for long distance trips. On trips of less than 300 miles, however, congestion may
increase total trip tlme and cost by one-thlrd. The two proposed solutions to the airspace
congestion problem are thus not really solutions as far as the short haul passenger is concern-
ed.
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Theproblemof |nter-clty shorthaultransportationmaybesolved,however,by
V/STOLalrcraftserviceintom|d-Manhattan.Inessence,thlsbr|ngstheaddltlonalmajor
airportrlght into thecorearea. Tohavea significantimpactonthe problemof airportcon-
gestion,themidtownterminalmustbeableto handlea passengervolume,equivalentto
LaGuardiaA_rport,of approximately4.5 to 5.0 million annually. Thisrequiresa peak
hourcapacityof about40movements(landingandtakeoffs).
MidtownV/STOLterminal: Regardlessof thetypeof aircraft, VTOLor STOL,
it isestimatedthata minlmumareaof 35acresisrequiredto processupwardsof 5 million
passengersannually. Thisincludestheterminalbuilding,gateposition,theapron,automo-
bile parking, taxi and bus areas and entrance roadways. The area required for landings,
takeoffs and taxiings, is a function of the runway length required for each type of aircraft.
This will range from as little as 12 acres for VTOL aircraft, to 27 acres for STOL 1000 ft.
aircraft.
The total area required for a V/STOL terminal need not be on one level, and in view
of the scarcity of land in the core area and its high costs a multi-level terminal is econom-
ically justified. For example, an artist's concept of such a 4-story VTOL terminal is shown
in Figure 55 with overall dlmenslons of about 1000 ft x 500 ft; it can handle the 5 million
annual passengers with a maximum of 8 gate posltions. Two stories are used for auto parking,
one for taxl and bus area, another for passenger handling and servlcing, and the roof is the
flight deck. Ironically, the overall size of the termlnal is a function of auto parklng rather
than alrcraft operation.
A potential site for such a terminal in mld-town Manhattan is along the Hudson River
at West 30th Street. This location is attractive because the river may be used as an approach
corridor; its proximity to railroad yards will alleviate problems due to aircraft noise; it has
good highway access; and it is close to the subway system. Land acquisition costs should be
relatively low.
Operations from such a terminal are feasible, as demonstrated by New York Airways
current helicopter operation. The helicopters operate below an altitude of 1500 feet, in
non-fixed wing airspace. Using a Decca Navigation System these vehicles have a naviga-
tional accuracy of +70 feet.
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Minimumvehiclespacingshouldbeanorderof magnitudegreaterthantheposition
accuracy. Theresultingspacing,700feet, togetherwith themaximumnumberof move-
ments per hour (40) indicates that this spacing can be held essentially to touch down. This
large spacing indicates that current navigational systems can allow the necessary airspace
utilization with safety. It should be noted that thls conclusion is only valid for an area-type
navigation system, such as Decca, in which the pilot is continuously provided with a clear
display of his position relative to the ground. Before such systems will be acceptable to
pilots in high traffic density operations, the displays must include positions of all other air-
craft wlth_n the pilot's area of interest.
Corridor concept: Even with a mldtown terminal there would be no net increase in the
region's alrport capacity if the aircraft entered the airspace used by fixed wing aircraft.
Airspace congestion will be relieved only if the aircraft operate in their own airspace as
they enter the core area. The northwest New Jersey area could be used for a staging area
for flight operations to and from told-Manhattan. A corridor, or controlled route, under
fixed wing aircraft altitudes and away from other airport approach patterns would connect
the staging area with mid-town Manhattan. With such an approach, the terminal would
increase the combined capacity of the regional airport system.
As shown in Figure 56, V/STOL alrcraft from Boston, Washington, and other clHes
would enter the staging area at cruise altitude and speed. These aircraft would then be
routed into one of the several "corridors" into mid-Manhattan by an air traffic controller
located in the staging area.
Los Angeles Area .- The previous discussion indicates that V/STOL operations are pro-
bably feasible in the densely-populated, congested New York area. In the Los Angeles
area, congestion is not as severe on the ground as in the New York area, and neither Los
Angeles International Airport nor the surroundlng airspace is as congested. There is ITttle
doubt that V/STOL aircraft can be operated in this area without reducing fixed-wing capa-
city.
At present, Los Angeles Airways offers hel|copter service from Los Angeles
International Airport to a number of c_tles wTthln a radlus of about 50 miles. These include
Burbank, Van Nuys, Glendale, Ontario, Riverside, Disneyland, and Newport Beach.
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Withregardto fixedwingair traffic, LosAngeles_nternotlonalAirportcanbeexpand-
edto handletheexpectedgrowthin traffic duringthenext 20 years. Expanded short-haul
air service from the satellite airports can be expected to ease some of the congestion at Los
Angeles International A_rport. The bottleneck to the smooth flow of future air traffic _n the
greater Los Angeles area will probably be ground accessibility to Los Angeles International
Airport, especially during peak commuting hours.
A proposed solution to the problem of airport ground accessibility is to provide heli-
copter service to the airport from a downtown location (possibly the air space above Union
Station) as well as from other locations in the greater Los Angeles area. Service would be
furnlshed by helicopters in the first phase of a downtown to airport air service. Future ve-
hicles should have V/STOL capability to keep land acquis|tion costs to a minimum. In the
second stage of development, the V/STOL terminals would be used in intra-metropolitan
area service ( distances to up 100 miles) as well as inter-city service to such cities as San
Diego_ Los Vegas, Fresno, and San Francisco.
V/STOL aircraft movements from most of the aforementioned terminals would be ap-
proachlng from the north or south, and would not be operating in fixed wing aircraft air
space. Their ability to navigate with the required precision under these condiHons has been
discussed in the analysls of New York's airspace.
Conclusion. - It is believed that V/STOL alrcraff can operate in a congested area
such as New York or Los Angeles under the proper conditions, and that a sizeable number
of operations can be made from a midtown terminal. Using the "corridor" concept, air-
space used for approaches to existing airports will not be further congested. V/STOL air-
craft may be the solution not only to the short haul inter-city passenger problem, but may
also ameliorate the problems of airport and airspace congestion.
Federal Aviation Regulations Evaluation
A brief examination of the Federal Aviation Regulations Part 25, Part 29 and Part 121
was made to determine what major changes would be required in order to certificate and
operate V/STOL aircraft. Part 25, "Airworthiness Standards: Transport Category Airplanes,"
does not contemplate the radical departures from conventional performance that are feasible
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withV/STOLaircraft. Anysuchchangeswill logically be the subject of continuing dis-
cussions between the airlines, the airframe manufacturers, and the FAA. Each paragraph
will have to be examined carefully to be certain that realistic requirements are established
without creating conditions that will render the use of these aircraft impossible from the
economic standpoint.
Two of the most significant differences between V/STOL type aircraft and conven-
tional aircraft presently covered by the regulations occur during the transition and hovering
flight conditions. This extension of the flight envelope reflects strongly upon the stability
and control requirements, on the power level requirements, and the safety and reliability
aspects of the propulsion system design.
Recommendations for revisions to the Federal Aviation Regulations relative to stabil-
ity and control will have to be based on extensive flight simulator investigation and direct
flight test data for each particular flight condition.
Because V/STOL aircraft are normally characterized by relatively high thrust to
weight ratios necessary to insure suitable safety margins during landing and takeoff with
engine failed, the various climb requirements listed in the regulations wilt probably not be
controlling factors for the propulsion system design of V/STOL type vehicles.
The stalling speed as defined in FAR Part 25 would not apply to a VTOL aircraft and
would not be satisfactory for a STOL airplane where the level of thrust has a great bearing
on the stalling speed. Similarly, other FAR 25 low speed regulations such as takeoff and
landing speeds, trim speeds, minimum control speeds, climb speeds, structural speeds, and
the speed indicator reading range are not directly applicable to V//STOL aircraft. The
landlng gear loads specified in FAR Pad" 25 include the effects of aerodynamTc wing lift
up to the weight of the vehicle. An equivalent up load due to the llft engines would be
applicable to VTOL type vehicles in the STOL mode of operation, with some combination
of lift engine thrust and aerodynamic llft at forward speeds up to the speed for takeoff with
lift engines inoperative.
An amendment to FAR Part 121 proposes to extend the accelerate-stop distance by
800 feet for turbojet aircraft. This requirement appears too stringent for vehicles capable
of very short groundroll and low speed takeoff. It is suggested that a ground roll time
limitation would be more suitable.
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Regulationscontrollingmaximumpilot effortshouldbecoordinatedto establishcom-
monvaluesfor bothPart25andPart29.
SafetyandMaintainability
Theacceptanceof a particularvehiclefor operationin a shorthaul transportsystem
iscloselyrelatedto its overalloperationalsafetyandoneof theprimarydesignconstraints
wasto provideeachVTOLandSTOLvehiclewith thecapabilityto maintainflight or to
landunderIFRconditionsaftersuddenlossof oneengineat any time. In additionto this
enginefail saferequirementthe safetystudyincludesananalysisof eachvehiclesystem
andsubsystemin termsof safetyandcrashworthlnessto guidethedesignof the individual
aircraftandprovidemeansfor comparisonbetweenthevariousvehicles.
Ananalysisof maintainabilityisbasedmainlyonanevaluationof theaccessibility
to themaincomponentsandsystemsrequiringfairly frequentmaintenance,andof their com-
plexity. Wherefeasible,thevehicledesignswererevisedto reflect improvedmaintainabil-
ity.
Safety. - All VTOLvehicleshavesufficientpowerto hoverwithoneengineinopera-
tive. TheSTOLaircraftaredesignedto meetFAAcritical field lengthcriteria. Level
flight canbemaintainedby all configurationswith twoenginesinoperative,althougha
safe landing under these conditions would require additional runway length. The safety
aspects of structural or engine failure have not been further considered in this analysis.
The tilt rotor, the fan-in-wlng, the llft/crulse fan aircraft, and stopped rotor vehicle
each have more than one engine installed in a single nacelle. Safety is less than maximum
since a structural failure of one engine could damage the adjacent engine. Armor plating
between engines or some other means to contain a bursting wheel could alleviate this pro-
blem at the cost of some additional weight.
A failure in any of the engine exhaust gas manifolding or reaction control ducting in
the lift/cruise fan, fan-in-wing, and the jet-flap aircraft could have catastrophic effects.
Failure of the high pressure bleed system used for rudder boundary layer control of the de-
flected slipstream aircraft would result in impaired directional control, but the low gas
temperature (550 ° - 600°F) makes this concept less vulnerable.
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Thetilt rotoranddeflectedslipstream aircraft require overrunning clutches, reduction
gearing, and high speed shafting to interconnect the engines. Failure in these systems
could result in catastrophic results or in passenger compartment damage.
The V/STOL aircraft are particularly exposed to foreign object damage to the engine
compressors. The tilt rotor alrplane is less vulnerable than other types slnce alr impingement
velocity at the ground is comparatively low, and the engine air inlets are well above the
ground. The proximity of the inlets to the ground, thedownwash velocities, and the en-
gine inlet positions of the other typest however, make them more susceptible to foreign
object damage.
The crashworthiness evaluation covers the more critical characteristics of each ve-
hicle; many are common to several configurations. The high wing configurations of all the
V/STOL configurations, chosen mainly because of physical restriction and/or general ar _
rangement limitations, tends to reduce the crashworthiness in comparison with low wing
types. Probability of ditching survival is less with high wing configuration than it is for
low wing aircraft because of the structural resistance and buoyancy of low wing configura-
tions. Because of the requirement to rotate the nacelles and rotors to a vertical position
for landing, the tilt rotor concept suffers from a crashworthiness standpoint. To effect a
landing with the rotors in the cruise position would subject the passengers to flying debris
when the rotors struck the ground. Except for the possibility of flying propeller parts in
the event of a crash the deflected slipstream STOL probably has fewer crashworthlness
shortcomings than the other types.
Based on the results of the above safety study, a fail safety rating from 0 to 10
was established to provide a quantitative basis of comparison between the final vehicles.
The ratlng values of the six veh|cles are presented in Figures 60 and 61 and are discussed
under the section entitled Vehlcle Comparlsons.
Maintainability.- The factors considered in making a maintainability assessment are:
• Number of items requiring unique maintenance skills or training
• Complexity of control system
• Complexity of lift and drive system
• Anticipated high maintenance and/or inspection requirement items
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Deflectedslipstream 2000-foot STOL design: The existing knowledge, skills, and
techniques practiced by maintenance personnel on current production aircraft can be ap-
plied directly with little change to this airplane. The addition of crass-shafting, right
angle gearboxes, overrunning and dlsengaging clutches to the proven turboprop concepts in-
creases the number of maintenance and inspection items. However, the requirement to de-
sign these components for maximum safety and reliability should result in reasonable time
between inspections and overhaul.
Tilt rotor VTOL design: Rotor systems with their associated cyclic and collective con-
trols are successfully used on present day helicopters but maintenance manhours per flight
hour are high. The rotor drive system, transmission shafting, and nacelle tilt systems pro-
vide a high number of periodic maintenance items. The proximity of the engines, gear-
boxes, shafts controls, etc., and associated fire shielding within a nacelle minimizes the
accessibility for maintenance, inspection, and component replacement.
Stopped rotor VTOL design: The location of the main rotor gearbox and folding and
retracting mechanism above the passenger compartment restrict the access to an area requir-
ing frequent periodic inspection and maintenance. The accessibility is further limited by
the installation of several complex mechanical systems within a limited space. The engine
nacelle incorporates gearboxes and clutches in addltlon to two engines, however, the Ioca-
tion below the wing contribute to the ease of removal of these components. Main and tail
rotor systems with their related controls are similar to present day helicopters and require
frequent periodic inspectlon and high ratio of maintenance manhoum per flight hour. The
total flight time accumulated on the VTOL propulsion system is small however, since the
stopped rotor operates in VTOL mode only for relatively short periods of time during each
flight.
Jet-flap 2000-foot STOL design: A high maintenance and replacement potential is
anticipated because of exposure of the flal_ to extreme temperature gradients existing be-
tween takeoff and landing conditions and cruise operation. The large ducts in the wing and
fuselage require frequent inspection. The diverter valves are located directly in the hot
exhaust gas of the engines, with associated heat, pressure, and high frequency vibration.
Maintenance requirements are especially critical for these items. These high level of main-
tenance requlrements for the hot gas system emphasize the need for further study relating to
the application of a cold air system to this type of vehicle.
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Fan-in-wing1000-footSTOLdesign: Engine proximity within the nacelles limits ac-
cessibility for maintenance and inspection. Diverter valves and reaction jet nozzles in the
fuselage and wing tips and large interconnecting ducts for the lift fans in the wings all re-
quire close inspection. The lift fans and associated doors, louvers, diverter valves, actua-
tors, and controls further increase maintenance requirements.
Lift/cruise fan VTOL design: The location of three engines, lift fan, cruise fan, di-
verter valves, and vectoring nozzles contained in each wing tip nacelle affords poor acces-
sibility for maintenance and inspection. The diverter valves and wing ducting presents the
same maintenance and inspection problems present in the jet-flap and fan-in-wing aircraft.
A service maintenance rating from 0 to 10 based on the results on the maintainability
study was developed to provide a quantitative comparison bet_veen the six final vehicles.
The rating values are presented |n F|gures 60 and 61 and are fully d|scussed under the sec-
tion ent|tled Vehicle ComparTsons.
Noise Analysis
Noise levels in the far field have been studied in considerable detail for two sizes of
each of the five basic airplane configurations. The broad variations in configuration and
thrust generation result in corresponding varTatlon in far-field noise levels. The relat|ve
merits of the various configurations and their noise characteristics are discussed subsequently.
In most cases noise levels were obtained by calculating the intensity level of each
source, such as exhaust, inlet, and propeller, and summing them to obtain the combined
noise from all sources. Digital computer facilities were used extensively. Contours of peak
perceived noise in decibels (PNdB) were developed for each airplane configuration for take-
off and climbout, these are presented |n the Addendum Report. All contour plots are for full
power operation at sea level, standard day cond|t|ons and zero headwTnd. No spec|al noise
abatement maneuver or power cutback has been assumed. Likewise the calculations assume
a flat, unobstructed terrain wlth I|ttle or no ground cover. The effect of bu|ld[ngs, trees,
evaluation and wind can only be considered on an individual airport basis. A summary of
these contour plots is presented in Figure 57 in the form of curves for each individual
vehicle; these curves show maximum noise level perceived as a function of distance from
takeoff point, at the azimuth bearing where the noise travels the farthest distance.
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A noisesensitivitystudywasconductedfor five of the60-pGssengervehiclesto
determinetheeffectsonnoiseof changesin eithertip speedor thrust-to-weightratio.
Theresultsof thisstudyarepresentedinAppendixC. Theresultsshownin FigureC-9
(staticconditions)indicatesubstantialdifferencesfromearlierresults. Thesedifferences
arebelievedto beadirect resultof the useof differentcomputationalmethodsandavail-
abledataat thetimetheoriginalstudywasconducted.Detailsof thecalculationmethods
usedfor AppendixCappearin theAddendumReport(LR20573).
Thenoiseof theaircraftstudiedisexpressedin termsof perceivednoiselevel (PNL)
which isonemeasureof the "noisiness"orannoyanceof a sound,it iscommonlyusedin
aircraftwork. ThePNL,expressedin unitsof PNdB(perceivednoisedecibels),isderived
fromsubjectivetestsandrelatesthenoisinessof a broadbandnoiseto anequivalent
noisinessof a bandof noisecenteredat 1000Hz. ThePNLisa computedquantitybased
onoctave-bandsoundpressurelevel.
Tilt rotor. - The rotors which are the controlling noise source, are in a plane parallel
to the ground and thus the noise directivity index is the same in all directions. The nbise
contours for this configuration hence are circles. The fundamental blade-passage frequency
is below the first band of the audible noise spectrum and the higher fundamentals affect only
the first two bands. The noise in the other bands arises primarily from the boundary layer
on the large rotor blades. The low fundamental blade-passage frequency could cause notice-
able vibrations in nearby buildings even when little or no noise is heard. However, since
the fundamental frequency is below the audible spectrum, the perceived noise levels will
be lower than might otherwise be expected. The peak values shown in Figure 57 are for max-
imum power at the instant of lift-off.
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Lift-crulse-fan. - The contours developed for each aircraft of this type demonstrate
the effects of directlvity produced when mounting one fan parallel and the other perpendi-
cular to the ground surface. All energy in the gas generator exhaust is assumed to be con-
sumed in driving the llft and cruise fans. The inlet noise is low and highly directional be-
cause of the long inlet ducting. The primary noise sources are the llft/crulse fan and the
llft fan. Low noise levels are a result of a high mass flow through the fans at low velocity
to attain the required thrust. The peak values shown in Figure 57 are for maxlmum power
at the instant of liPr-off.
The perceived noise level at a dlstance of 1000 feet directly to the side of the fans
was compared for three different GE type lift fans of equal thrust but different disk loading.
The results, as shown by Figure 58 show the reduction of PNdB as disk loading is decreased.
Fan-ln-wlng. - In this configuration the fans are mounted in the wing parallel to the
ground, and the PNdB contours with the alrcraft at rest are circles. As the aircraft
advances down the runway perceived noise at a given distance from the runway decreases due
to increasing airspeed and distance. The fans are the principal noise sources, with some
additional high frequency noise produced in the inlet to the gas generators. It is assumed
that nearly all of the energy in the exhaust of the gas generators is dissipated in driving
the fans; the remaining exhaust energy produces let noise of a low level. Also, the vortex
noise produced by the fans is of a low level. Since the high-frequency fan-blade-passage
noise is rapidly attenuated by the atmosphere, the perceived noise level Falls off rapidly
with increasing distance. As a result, this vehicle is the _east annoying at great distances.
Deflected sllpstream. - The effect of directlvlty on far-field noise is significant. The
calculated contours Tndlcate that maximum noise is heard at an angle of approximately
120 degrees from the airplane head|rig. The propeller noise predominates Tn the first,
second and third octave bands and since the levels in these bands are attenuated very little
in the atmosphere, they are the pr|mary source of the high perceived noise levels at great
distances from the aircraft. The inlet and exhaust noise is predominant in the fourth and
higher octave bands, but is much less intense than propeller noise.
,Jet-flap. - The perceived noise contours for the 60 and 120 passenger ,Jet-Flap air-
planes indicate that the maximum noise occurs at an angle of 140 degrees from the heading
of the aircraft. The primary noise sources are the eight fan exhaust nozzles, eight jet
exhaust nozzles, and four engine inlets. The inlet noise predominates in the last two
octave bands.
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Stopped rotor. - The stopped rotor and the tilt rotor are characterized by similar
maximum PNL's. The noise contours for the stopped rotor, unlike the tilt rotor, are not
circular because of the asymetrical location of the tall rotor along the aircraft longitudinal
axis. The peak noise level occurs on the left hand side of the vehicle at approximately
30 and 120 degrees From the heading of the aircraft.
The noise analysis was conducted to provide a basis of comparison between the
various vehicles and was not used as a criterion for the design optimization of the para-
metric and final vehicles.
Internal nolse. - The 120 passenger jet flap airplane was chosen to examlne the sound-
proofing requirements to maintain a given noise level. The fuselage of the airplane is divided
into five section as follows:
1. Flight station - from most forward point on airplane to 200 inches aft.
2. Forward passenger compartment - from 200 inches aft to 400 inches.
3. Mid-Forward passenger compartment - from 400 inches aft to 600 inches.
4. Mid-Aft passenger compartment - from 600 inches aft to 1000 inches.
5. Aft passenger compartment - from 800 inches aft to 1000 inches.
The noise levels from each noise source were weighted according to blocking of wing,
nacelle, and fuselage; distance; and dlrectlvity and the three were then combined to obtain
the level and spectrum shape of the noise implngTng against the skin surface of each of the
fuselage sections. A computer program was utilized to determine the |nternal noise levels
Tn the three speech interface bands (600 - 1200 cps; 1200 - 2400 cps; and 2400 - 4800 cps)
at the centerllne of each compartment by determining the reduction in no|se due to the
transmission loss through the skin, soundproofing, and trim panels; and the absorption of
seats, carpet, overhead racks, trim panels, etc. Several different weights of soundproofing
were added to each section to reduce the levels throughout the airplane. Essential lining,
trim, seating, parfltlonlng, and carpeting are included in the baseline configuration and
are not part of the soundproofing weight. In most instances the added soundproofing
consisted of fiberglass barfs placed between the skin and the trim liners. Curves of speech
interference level versus weight of soundproofing were established for each fuselage section.
These curves are shown in Figure 59. The total aircraft soundproofing welghts were then
plotted versus speech interference level and are shown in the same figure. All data are for
takeoff power at the instant of brake release.
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For this study the fuselage skin thickness was assumed to be 0.050 inch over the en-
tire aircraft. Also, when soundproofing of a certain density and thickness was added to a
section, it was added to the entire section excepting the floor. A more meaningful curve
of the variation of SIL with soundproofing weight could be established if the skin thickness
were varied and soundproofing thickness and density were chosen in accordance with skin
variation. It has also been assumed that noise in air conditioning ducts is adequately sup-
pressed by the thermal insulation.
A range of desTredspeech interference level is also shown in Figure 59. The desired
range upper level corresponds to 70 db and a total weight penalty of only 280 Ib for the
120 passenger jet flap aircraft. This additional weight represents a very small weight frac-
tion especially when it is considered that this particular aircraft is the noisiest of all the
vehicles analysed. However the weight penalty increases very rapidly for slightly lower
internal noise level,mainly because of the additional soundproofing required in the mid-
aft passenger compartment.
VEHICLE COMPARISONS
One of the objectives of the study was to determTne the suitability of each of the
vehicles for use as commercial short haul transports. The economic analysis provided
one basis for determining suitability, however, there were numerous other qualitative
considerations to be evaluated before the most suitable vehicles could be selected. These
qualitative factors may, when cost differences are small, result in the best vehicle not being
the least costly.
The vehicles have been compared on the basis of the following factors, each of which
(except for the last item) has been presented and discussed in detail in previous sections.
Block speed ( 500 mi. range)
Direct Operating Cost
Fall -Safety
Service and Maintenance
Takeoff Noise
Development Risk
These factors have been evaluated by appropriate people in the contractor's organi-
zat|on and the resulting comparisons are shown in Figures 60 and 61 for the STOL and VTOL
vehicles. A relative rating scale of 10 is used for the qualitative factors, where 10 indicates
the best of the vehicles be|ng compared, in the following section each of the rating factors
and the ratings of each vehicle are discussed.
Block speed is an important factor in passenger preference and therefore is important
in relation to the load factor assumed in calculating D.O.C. At very short stage lengths
cruise speed has little influence on block speed1 but even small differences in speed pro-
vide differences in passenger preference, and thus in load factor. Therefore block speed
must have a large qualitative influence on vehicle selection in addition to its direct ef-
fect on direct operating costs.
Fall safety includes a var|ety of cons|derations including crashworthTness and secon-
dary effects of system or component failure. As an example, high wing aircraft are consid-
ered somewhat less crashworthy than low wing aircraft. Engine nacelles containing more
than one engine are considered to accept the risk of mutual damage due to turbine failure
and thus have less fail safety.
Service and maintenance is almost directly related to accessibility and estimated fre-
quency of component replacement. Takeoff noise is evaluated close to the airport because
of the intended operating in downtown areas.
Development risk is considered judgement of the magnitude of the technical problems
that must be solved before the particular type of vehicle would be suitable for commercial
use. Such considerations include both the problems and the potent|al solut|ons.
STOL Aircraft
The data shown in Figure 60 for the three STOL aircraft indicate that the jet flap and
fan-in-wlng vehicles have substantially higher block speeds than the deflected slipstream
type, they would therefore provide a passenger preference. However, the sensitivity
study on flat rating the engines for the deflected slipstream on page 19 shows that the
block speed may be increased 40 mph wlthout resulting in any increase in D,OoCo The
fan-in-wlng is slightly faster than the jet flap aircraft but at the expense of a higher direct
operating cost. However, this is al000-ft STOL fan-ln--wlng and a 2000-ft STOL jet flap.
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FigureC-9 showsthat for 1000-ff STOL aircraft the fonHn-wing concept has a lower D,O.Co
and a lower perceived noise level than the let flap. For 2000-ff STOL aircraft the jlet flap
concept has a lower DoO.Co, but a higher perceived noise level than the fan-in--w_ng con-
cept. Also, a sensitivity study on the 1000-ft STOL fan-ln-wlng on page 30 shows that
reducing the cruise speed by M .085, or block speed 32 mph, results in a decrease in
D.O.Co of 7 percent. Fail safety is high for the let flap and deflected slipstream vehicles
because the engines are each mounted in individual nacelles while the fan-ln--wing has
two engines slde-by-side in each nacelle. The wing on the fan-ln-wlng airplane was not
sufficiently large to hold the fuel required, with the result that fuel is carried in the wing
center section and in the fuselage whTch further degrades safety, The service and mainten-
ance ratings reflect the more difficult access to each of the two engines in the nacelles of
fanHn-wing vehicle. ,let flap duct system maintenance could be a serious problem but in
the present study _t was assumed to be directly solvable by careful deslgn and by extensive
development testing.
Airport/communlty no_se is a major factor _n the selection of STOL vehlcles. The jet
flap aircraft is the noisiest of this type of a_rcraPr studied. The potentlal for noise reduc-
tion _s low for the particular deslgn studied since the major noise source is the high density,
hlgh velocity exhaust from the multiple nozzles. Substitution of high by-pass ratio turbo-
fan engines to provide increased mass flow and reduced flow velocities should provide
sizable noise reductions, The high noise level associated with the jet flap necessitates a
low rating for this vehicle. Of the remaining two configurations the fan-ln-wlng shows a
somewhat higher noise level than the deflected slipstream and as a result has a lower rating
than the deflected slipstream.
The relative development risk of the three STOL vehicles is indicated in Figure 60.
The deflected-sllpstream type has the highest rating , the risk being nearly zero because of
the well developed state-of-the-art. Much better flap systems are felt to be possible but
these could be developed with little or no risk in meeting performance guarantees. The jet
flap airplane is conventional in most respects except for the flap system. The fact that sig-
nificant improvements in jet-flap duct components are required for adequate service
llfe is the primary area of development risk. The primary development risk in the fan-in-
wing is felt to be the control of complex interconnected duct systems from start-up to shut-
down and for all emergency conditions.
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Theaboveconsiderationshaveledto theconclusionthatthe first preferencefor
STOLvehicleswouldbethedeflectedslipstreamaircraftslncefor stagelengthshorter
than500milesthecruisespeedbecomeslessimportantasa parameterin determining
vehicle preference.Thesecondcholceaircraft isveryclosebetweenthejet flapand
fan-ln"wingconceptsandisdependentonthespecificfield lengthrequirements.For
1000-ftSTOLaircraftthefan-ln"wlngismoredesirable,but for2000-ftSTOLalrcraPr
the jet Flapismoredesirable.
VTOLAircraft
Thehighblockspeedof the Iift/crulsefanalrcraft isdefinitelyadvantageousbut is
accompaniedbyahlgh DoOoC,Thetilt-rotor vehiclehasbotha lowerD.O.C. and
lowercruisespeed,Thestopped rotor hasa hlghercrulse speed and slightly lower D. OoC.
than the tilt rotor. Since the rotor operation time is only a fraction of the flight time there
must be a low maintenance cost on this component for the stopped rotor vehicle.
Fall safety is lowest for the Ilft/crulse fan concept because of the multlple gas
generators (3) in each nacelle and because fuel is carr|ed in the wlng panels and center
sectlon and even then some must be carried in the fuselage to make the 500-mile deslgn
mTss|on. The tilt-rotor vehlcle has all fuel in the wing but has twln englnes in each
nacelle. Further th|s veh|cle cannot make a safe emergency land|ng wlth the rotors in
the cru|se position. The stopped rotor veh|cle has the best fall safety because of the capa-
bil|ty to make landings in both the helicopter and alrplane flight configurations. The only
major adverse factor is the rotor and gear box located over the passenger compartment as it
influences crashworthlness.
Service and maintenance are best with the tilt-rotor vehicle because all three VTOL
types have multiple engines per nacelle and they are most accessible for the tilt-rotor ve-
hlcle. Rotor and gear box access is also good for this vehicle. The use of three gas gener-
ators and an extremely compact multi-valve duct system in the llft/crulse fan limits access-
ibillty and thus thls vehicle has the lowest maintenance rating.
The computed noise levels relatlvely close to the akcraft, Figure 57, indicate that
the range of noise falls in the region of 100 to 110 PNdb's for all aircraft except the jet
flap. Figure C-9 shows thls to be true of the VTOLalrcraftalso. The high frequency nature
of the lift/cruise for noise results in a rapid noise reduction with increasing distance similar
to the fan-in-wing STOL. These results are reflected in the vehicle noise ratings.
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The development risk is similar in all three vehicles as is indicated by the close ratings.
The lift/cruise fan has the same propulsion and flight control problems as the fan-in-wlng
aircraft because of the complex duct and valve system. The flit-rotor has the fall safety prob-
lem in emergency horizontal landing. These factors together with the multiple flight mode
capability of the stopped rotor vehicle indicate that it has the least development risk.
The order of preference indicated in Figure 61 shows the stopped rotor as first cholce
for VTOL aircraft, the t|lt rotor as second cholce, and the llft/cruise fan as third choice.
RECOMMENDED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
The numerous side studies, the parametric economic study, and sensitivity analysis
that were conducted as parts of the total program have all suggested research and develop-
ment projects. Many of these projects are related to specific types of vehicles and a few
are more general and apply to groups of vehicles or to all the vehicles that were investl-
g_ted. In the following no attempt is made to differentiate between research and develop-
ment.
Noise. - Noise should be one of the primary design variables for aircraft intended
for service in metropolitan and suburban areas. None of the aircraft investigated has
completely acceptable noise characteristics. Methods of noise reduction are fairly well
established; however, many of the restr|ctlons, or ground rules, used for the noise sensi-
tivity study (Appendix C) prevented realization of the full potential for noise reduction
for some of the vehicle configurations. Some of these restrictions and ground rules are:
(1) VehicLe performance envelope (result of vehicle design) (2) Practical vehicle size
which limited propeller and rotor sizes (3) Reasonable D.O.C. limits (4) Use of fixed
propeller sizes as tip speed was varied, in addition to changes in tip speed, such changes
as reduced disc loading and increased number of blades should also be considered. The
use of high by-pass ratio turbofan engines to increase mass flow and reduce flow velocities
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wouldprobablyreducethenoiseof the jet - flap aircraft. Noise from the fan-ln-wlng
can be reduced by use of reduced tip speeds and reduced disc Ioadings, In general, for
any given vehicle configuration, the design requiring the lowest power has the lowest
noise level, when all other noise reduction procedures are Followed. However, the design
with the lowest noise levels may not be physically or economically feasible. A tradeoff
study is essential for optlmizlng short haul vehicles for minimum noise within reasonable
economic restrictions. In addition, noise prediction methods for existing and new pro-
pulsion devlces should be improved and correlated with experimental results. Before
current and future V/STOL aircraft can be evaluated properly r acceptable noise levels
for various community V/STOL airport locations should be established. These requirements
will not only determine the size and type of vehicle which may operate in any specific
location, but will provide a design criterion for future vehicles.
VTOL control criteria and handling qualities. - One of the more pressing areas For
research is embodied in the need for a realistic definition of V,/STOL control criteria and
handling qualities. At the present time there are no recognized criteria for vehicles of
the size pertinent For short haul operation. While the effects of size have been discussed
by numerous authors, it appears that a consistent size effects analysis in which the industry
and research agencies have complete confidence is unavailable. A number of measures
have been taken to develop the necessary solutions, but this work is far from completed.
A valid definition of control criteria and handling qualities is essential for the optimum
design and operation of short haul V/STOL aircraft. Overall handling qualities is intimate-
ly related to data displays to the pilot.
Continuing study of simplification of the data presenting instruments and automatic
control systems displays suitable for VTOL operations is required. Automatic approach and
Flare computing systems for steep or vertical descents would greatly simplify the problems
of operating in restricted air space, and might be mandatory in poor weather.
Aerodxnamic interference. - The large air masses that are deflected downward
around and through V/STOL vehicles create a variety of aerodynamic problems. The inter-
ference between airframe and propulsion components, such as the downwash on wings from
forward-mounted folding fans, and the upwash from rearward fan locations, has large effects
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onhoverandtransitionperformanceandonhandlingqualities. Theinterferencebetween
theairframe,thepropulsionsystem,andthegroundcanresultin majorlift losses,or in-
creases,dueto groundeffects. At thepresentimeanalyticalmethodsareinadequatefor
predictingtheflow field characteristicsresultingfromthecomplexinterrelationshipof
aerodynamlclifting surfacesandthe largeair massesdeflectedbythelift propulsionsys-
tem. A seriesof windtunneltestsisrecommendedto investigatetheseinterrelationships,
andto obtaina betterunderstandingof theflow fieldsinvolved. Thenaturalfall-out from
thesestudieswill resultin bettertechniquesfor estimatingbasicstabilityderivatives,fund-
amentalinterferenceproblems,aerodynamicgroundeffects,grounderosion,reingestion
characteristics,andIongltudinalforcecharacteristics.
Themajor difficulty with the investigation of interference problems is the extremely
large number of possible vehicle configurations, each with unique problems. In order to
contract the general task to one of finite proportion it is recommended that primary empha-
sis for commercial vehicles be given to propeller and rotor V/STOL aircraft with disc Ioad-
ings less than 25 pounds per square foot.
Ground Effects. - The problem of ground erosion and reingestlon through engines
is common to all of the VTOL aircraft and possibly for 1000 foot STO/aircraft. Numerous
studies of dust and exhaust gas reingestlon have been made, particularly for military aircraft
with emphasis on operations on unprepared surfaces. Short haul operations will be made from
hard surface runways, which alleviates the ground erosion problem, but not that of hot gas
reingestion. Reingestion studies should be expanded to include the effects of hail, slush,
and large quantities of water which might be encountered in bad weather.
Airline s/stem study. - The importance of future V/STOL aircraft technology programs
will depend in part on the eventual acceptance of short haul service by the public. Al-
though noise is a major factor in this acceptance, convenience is certainly the next most
important factor. The potential time savings that are offered by short haul aircraft can be
negated by inadequate consideration of other elements of the complete system. Automobile
traffic congestion near terminals must be prevented. Similarly investigation of airport and
terminal arrangements suitable for V/STOL operations must be made. Aircraft parking, ser-
vicing, and the loading and unloading of passengers, mail_and freight, must all be carefully
studied. Ground control of V/STOL aircraft is different from that of normal aircraft opera-
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tion, since aircraft are maneuvering in a small area and their approaches and landings will
be at very short intervals to maintain high passenger flows.
It will be necessary eventually to conduct a thorough airline system simulation study
with some emphasis on terminal facilities design, size, and Iocatlon, and to determine the
impact on fare levels of such things as convenience and noise in order to justify intense
long-range commercial V/STOL vehicle research programs.
Final Vehicles
Fan-ln-wlng STOL and lift/cruise fan VTOL. - These two types have been grouped
together because from an R&D standpoint they are pr|mar|ly propuls|on system oriented.
The primary problem of this group of STOL and VTOL aircraft |s the manTfold|ng of a large
number of gas generators into a common duct system. For those desTgns which manifold the
exhaust gases of several jet engTnes, the problems of synchroniz|ng engine speed, and of
gas pressure and temperature should be further examined, especially during transiHon from
one power setting to another. Analog stud|es by General Electr|c ind|cate that th|s is
feasible, but more detailed investigat|on is required, followed by hardware development.
Means of vector|ng fan exit a|r through larger turning angles at h|gher effic|encies
should recelve conHnued attention. Variable camber cascades or multl-stage cascadTng
show promise of achiev|ng high angles, but many problems remain to be solved. Further
configurations that are arranged to prov|de adequate fuel volume in the wing by use of a
mult|plic|ty of small fans behind the rear spar, balanced by thrust vector|ng of forward
cruise fans, can perhaps allow tilting of the wing fans to obtaln efficient flow turnTng at
both _nlet and exit. Extremely h_gh values of CLmax which were shown by a sensltivlty
analysis to be desirable for STOL are obtained with multi-fan engines.
A development problem exists in the design of hot gas ductlng to attaTn infinite
fatigue llfe and/or fa|l-safe characterTstics. Concentric ducting with cooling a_r directed
between the two surfaces may be required, for example. DTverter valve design must be
studied |n greater detail. The development of valves capable of operaHng under adverse
cond|Hons and after failure of some of the parts is felt to be mandatory for commerc|al
operations. The detail design of lightweight expansion joTnts requlred wTth long gas ducts
warrants further study, also a considerable amount of tesHng to demonstrate the operation
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andreliability of thesejoints. Thehotgascontrolvalves andinter-connectswith conven-
tionalcontrolsandtrimdevices mustbeexaminedfor fail-safetyandreliability. Someof
themorecomplicateductingmustundergorigoroustesting. Theshape,size_andefficiency
of elbowsin theductsmustbeexaminedindetailsothat localhotspotsdonotdevelop. In-
finite fatiguelife of thesecomponentsi an importantproblem.
Theweightandpowerequiredby thereactioncontrolsystemjustifiesfurtherstudyof
othermethodsto achievecontrol,whichshould include:
The use of an inter-burner for occasional peak control power
Roll control by fan power transfer
Pitch control by a variable pitch fan
Yaw control by differential fan exhaust louver deflection
Separate control engines, particularly for large designs
Jet Flap. - The primary research activity for jet flap aircraft must be to resolve
several fundamental problems. It is essential in any discussion of jet flaps to remember
that in an inviscid flow any desired lift coefficient_ up to a theoretical limit of C L = 4i
(when front and rear stagnation points are coincident), can be obtained by combinations
of airfoil shape and flap setting (i.e. i camber). Thus, the concept of super-clrculatlon
can largely be considered to be the same as that of boundary layer control. This view-
point is further justified by the fact that at very large blowing flows the additional llft
with increased blowing is due almost exclusively to the thrust of the blowing system.
These very general considerations allow the aircraft designer much greater latitude in the
solution of operational problems than was used in the present study. The use of small
values of cold air blowing, or suction, so long as the wing wake is eliminated (inviscid flow)
allows practical, long llfe duct systems to be fitted with wings of reasonable dimensions with
little structural compromise. Deflection of the large hot gas flows from STOL thrusting en-
gines, at the engine, will result in more-practical aircraft.
Development is required of pitch trim systems of improved lift efficiency and this can
probably be provided by higher by-pass ratio engines with thrust vectoring. Future studies
and tests should include large leading edge slats or blown flapsr inter-nacelle leading edge
flaps, and canard configurations. A comprehensive series of tests is required with a mov-
ing ground plane, over a wide range of wing heights, including ram-wing conditions, to
establish the ground interference effects.
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Primaryemphasisin futureworkshouldbeonefficient suctionandblowingboundary
layercontrolsystems that, hopefully, could provide improved performance both in STOL
and cruise operation.
Deflected sllpstream. - The efficiency of a deflected slipstream configuration depends
on the ability of the wing and flap to rotate the slipstream through large angles, approach-
ing 90 degrees for a 1,000 ft. STOL design. Although a large body of data is available on
wing flap designs of good efficiency, further investigations both of single and double seg-
ment multi--slotted flaps should be made. low speed wind tunnel programs are suggested,
which could include variations in propeller.diameter/wing.chord ratio, various propeller
locations relative to the wing, and different flap configurations. Both multi-slotted and
B.L.C. flaps should be considered.
Tilt Rotor. - This class of vehlcle can become an attractive commercial transport
when three basic problems are eliminated and future research should be directed to this
end. High cruise efficiency can be maintained by use of blade boundary layer control
in hover_ Such innovations potentially allow CT/Cr to be doubled,which would allow
a 30-percent reduction in tip speed without a loss in cruise efficlency. This is a frult-
ful subject for future research°
The very light disc loading versions of the tilt rotor vehicle concept suffer from an
elastic-blade form of whirl flutter at low thrusts and hlgh advance ratios. This phenomena
must be investigated theoretically and experimentally to determine flutter boundaries as
functions of blade loading and stiffness , and of mounting stiffness and damping. The
most fundamental solution to this problem, the use of an integral control gyro to eliminate
the cyclic driving forces should also be investigated. Another more complicated solution
is mentioned in Reference 16.
The third tilt-rotor problem is that of the inability to make safe emergency landings
with the rotors in the cruise position. There are several potentlal solutlons to this problem
such as hlgher disc loading, double-extenslon landing gears, varlable-radius rotors, and
pusher configurations. Only the last two are recommended as research areas. The
pusher configuration, similar to the Dornler DO-29 STOL airplane, might allow safe
emergency landlng when the propeller structure is designed to fail progressively by use of
composite blade structures. Varlable-radlus blades are usually thought of as a subject for
innovat|on, rather than research. The number of plaus|ble and feasible concepts that
can satisfy operational requirements and a requirement for minimum development risk are
very few and deserve investigation. It should be noted that variable-radius rotors have a
favorable effect on all three basic problem areas: propulsive efficiency, whirl-flutter, and
emergency landing capability.
Stopped rotor - The study of this class of vehicle should be directed toward drag and
weight reductions. Thase configurations with exposed rotors could benefit from further re-
search on pylon, hub, and blade drag, including use of boundary layer control on the hub
during cruise. The use of blade boundary layer control in hover to double CT/a would
halve the blade drag in cruise and potentially reduce rotor weight as well. Further research
of blade B. L.C. is recommended.
The tilt and stowed rotor vehicles both require propeller llke tapering in thickness and
planform. This permits operation at hTgher t|p speeds without the accompanying hTgh loss
|n figure of mer|t. The stopped rotor figure of merit is not improved not|cably beyond blade
twists of about 8 degrees, whereas, the tilt rotor requires blade twists of much higher value
to maintain propulsTve efficiency |n the prop made.
The weight and complexity of stopped rotor vehicle propulsion systems can be reduced
by use of gas-coupled rotor and fan drive systems° This development is particularly attractive
for single rotor vehicles because of the elimination of clutches and angle drive gears. In-
dependent drive of the main rotor and tail rotor is also possible in singlewotor vehicles which
can potentially allow the tail rotor to stop and be used as a low drag vertical tail surface°
The above noted gas-coupled system is very similar to the gas generator manifolding research
program for fan-ln-wlng and lift/cruise fan vehicles and a common general research program
is passible.
Summary
Many interesting and necessary research and development programs have been
identified in the present study. There are a few general programs that should be given
pr|mary emphasls |n future research. The subject of boundary layer control on w|ngs,
rotor blades, and hubs |s a classic research area and should be explo|ted fully includTng
development of |reproved theories based on deta|led boundary layer profile measurements
including both steady state and transient pressure instrumentation for detect|on of inc|plent
separat|on. Monlfold|ng together groups of gas generators to supply groups of turb|nes is
a general eng|ne control research program that supports both fan and rotor vehicle concepts.
The subject of noise is of primary |mportance for commercial affcraff and further
8O
theory-experlment comparisons and community noise simulation experiments are required
before short haul systemswill become practical. Also further developments in area
navigation systemsfor air traffic control and terminal guidance are required. Before all
of the above technological developments can be arranged in a final order of importance
it is necessary to conduct airline system simulation studies including ground and air
traffic considerations so as to maximize the inherent convenience to the passenger of
short haul systems.
CONCLUSIONS
The design, operational, and economic aspects of several V/STOL and STOL config-
urations have been evaluated to determine the suitability of the aircraft for use as commer-
cial short haul transports. Within the guidelines and scope of the study, several conclusions
are drawn:
i. The order of preference for 1000-foot STOL concepts is:
1. Deflected Slipstream
2. Fan-in -Wing
3. Jet Flap
2. The order of preference for VTOL concepts is:
1. Stowed Rotor 3. Lift/Cruise Fan
2. Tilt Rotor 4. Tilt-Wing
3. It is believed that V/STOL aircraft can operate from a mid-town New York terminal
using air space not presently used by conventional aircraft.
4. Although major improvements in all vehicle concepts were made during the study,
further worthwhile improvements in terms of reduced grass weights and improved
suitability for commercial use are oassible by implementation of the design, research,
and development studies that have been identified.
5. Certain general research programs have application to many vehicle concepts and
these include boundary layer control, control of multiple gas generators on a
common manifold, and noise prediction and reduction.
6. Acceptable community noise should be considered a major aircraft design criterion.
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Figure 3-B
FAN-IN-WING - DoO.C. VS VARIOUS PARAMETERS
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Figure 3-A
FAN-IN-WING - GROSS WEIGHT VS ASPECT
AND THRUST/WEIGHT RATIOS
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Figure 4
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Figure 7
SHORT HAUL TRANSPORT CONCEPT DEVELOPMENTS
(60 PASSENGER)
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Figure 12
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
60 PASSENGER
DEFLECTED SLIPSTREAM STOL
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Figure I3
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
120 PASSENGER
DEFLECTED SLIPSTREAM STOL
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Figure 14
PROPULSION SYSTEM SCHEMATIC - DEFLECTED SLIPSTREAM STOL
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Figure 15
DEFLECTED SLIPSTREAM- WEIGHT STATEMENTS- FINAL SELECTED DESIGNS
(pounds)
60 Passenger 120 Passenger
Wl NG 4,630 10,220
EMPENNAGE 1,320 2,360
FUSELAG E 5,310 9,590
LANDING GEAR 1,750 3,335
SURFACE CONTROLS 1,280 1,595
HYDRAULICS 400 545
INSTRUMENTS 420 485
ELECTRICAL 950 1, 800
ELECTRON ICS 850 1,100
FURNISHINGS AND EQUIPMENT 4,925 9, 160
AIR CONDITIONING AND ANTI-ICING 1,025 1,910
AUXILIARY POWER UNIT 345 385
NACELLES 1,085 1,685
PROPULSION 5,300 8,690
WEIGHT EMPTY 29,590 52,860
CREW 520 660
MISCELLANEOUS USEFUL LOAD 260 510
ENGINE OIL 60 110
UNUSABLE FUEL 50 85
OPERATING WEIG HT 30,480 54,225
PAYL OAD 13,200 26,400
ZERO FUEL WEIGHT 43,680 80,625
USABLE FUEL 3,220 5,775
GROSS WEIGHT 46,900 pounds 86,400 pounds
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Figure16
DEFLECTEDSLIPSTREAM2000-FOOTSTOLSTABILITYANDCONTROLSUMMARY
MaximumGrossWeight, C.G. at 25percentMAC
Takeoff Configuration V = 68 Knots, 100% Power
Directional Control Power
Directional Stability
Directional Damping
Pitch Control Power
Landing Configuration V = 86 Knots, 50% Power
Directional Control Power
Directional Stability
Directional Damping
Pitch Control Power
Dihedral Effect, Zero Geometric Dihedral
Roll Damping
Pitch Damping Ratio at Maximum Weight for
C.G. at 31.5 Percent MAC
Unit 60-Passenger 120-Passenger
rad/sec 2 0.39 0.19
1/sec 2 0.42 0.195
1/sec -0.36 -0.31
rad/sec 2 0.40 0.32
rad/sec 2 0.54 0.26
1/sec 2 0.58 0.27
1/sec 2 -0.29 -0.24
rad/sec 2 0.425 0.37
1/sec 2 -2.2 -1.8
1/sec -0.50 -0.61
0.31 0.30
gg
FTgure17
EFFECTOF CROSS HAFTINGON
GROSSWEIGHTVS TAKEOFFDISTANCE
DEFLECTEDSLIPSTREAMSTOL
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Figure18
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
60 PASSENGER
JET FLAP STOL
8208 FI" _'_
__._ _ il
i
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Figure19
GENERALARRANGEMENT
120PASSENGER
JETFLAPSTOL
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Figure 21
JET FLAP STOL (2000 FT) - WEIGHT STATEMENTS - FINAL SELECTED DESIGNS
(pounds)
60 Passenger 120 Passenger
WING 7,520 17,760
EMPENNAGE 1,510 2,710
FUSELAG E 6,700 12,860
LANDING GEAR 2,400 4,745
SURFACE CONTROLS 1,510 1,935
H YD RAU L IC S 440 605
INSTRUME NTS 430 505
ELECTRICAL 950 1,800
ELECTRON ICS 850 1, 100
FURNISHINGS AND EQUIPMENT 5,070 9,365
AIR CONDITIONING AND ANTI-ICING 1,575 3,070
AUXILIARY POWER UNIT 360 420
NACELLES 2,110 3,460
PROPULSIO N 7,660 13,275
WEIGHT EMPTY 39,085 73,610
CREW 520 660
MISCELLANEOUS USEFUL LOAD 260 510
ENGINE OIL 110 205
UNUSABLE FUEL 150 275
OPERAT ING WE IG HT 40, 125 75,260
PAYLOAD 13,200 26,400
ZERO FUEL WEIGHT 53,325 101,660
USABLE FUEL 9,875 18,340
GROSS WEIGHT 63,200 pounds 120,000 pounds
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Figure 22
JET FLAP STOL (2000-FOOT) STABILITY AND CONTROL SUMMARY
Landing Configuration, Maximum Gross Weight,
No Stability Augmentation System
Directional Control Power
Directional Stability
Directional Damplng
Pitch Control Power
Dihedral Effect, Zero Geometric Dihedral
Roll Damping
Roll Control Power
Pitch Damping Ratio at Maximum Weight
Applicable to a C.G. at 31.5 Percent MAC
CG at 25 percent MAC, V = 86 Knots
Unit 60-Passenger 120-Passenger
rad/sec2 0.47 0.29
1/sec 2 0.93 0.74
1/sec -0.28 -0.40
rad/sec 2 0.60 0.52
l/sec 2 -2.04 - 1.55
1/sec -0.67 -0.73
rad/sec2 0.48 0.37
0.29 0.35
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Figure 23
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
60 PASSENGER
FAN-IN-WING STOL
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Figure 24
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
120 PASSENGER
FAN-IN-WING STOL
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Figure 26
FAN-IN-WING - WEIGHT STATEMENTS - FINAL SELECTED DESIGNS
WING
EMPENNAGE
FUSELAGE
LANDING GEAR
SURFACE CONTROLS
HYDRAULICS
INSTRUMENTS
ELECTRICAL
ELECTRONICS
FURNISHINGS AND EQUIPMENT
AIR CONDITIONING AND ANTI-ICING
AUXILIARY POWER UNIT
NACELLES
PROPULSION
WEIGHT EMPTY
CREW
MISCELLANEOUS USEFUL LOAD
ENGINE OIL
UNUSABLE FUEL
(pounds)
60 Passenger 120 Passenger
6,695 13,500
2,780 4,270
6,865 13,440
2,580 4,880
1,515 1,925
445 570
430 490
950 1,800
850 1,100
5,060 9,355
1,575 3,010
370 420
1,620 2,620
7,890 13,315
39,625 70,695
520 660
260 510
105 190
210 375
OPERATING WEIGHT
PAYLOAD
40,720 72,430
13,200 26,400
ZERO FUEL WEIGHT
USABLE FUEL
53,920 98,830
13,980 25,170
- GROSS WEIGHT 67,900 pounds 124,000pounds
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Figure 27
FAN-IN-WING STOL (1000-FOOT)
COMBINED CONTROL POWER - PERCENTAGE OF SINGLE AXIS REQUIREMENT
C.G. at 25% MAC
Landing Mode, Trimmed with All Engines Operating, V = 50 Knots
60-Passenger
Combined Control
Available in
Pitch - 8
Yaw -
Roll - _
100% Values:
Control Condition
Max. Pitch
129
52.5
50
_'= 0.4 rads/sec 2,
Aerodynamic
Max. Yaw Max. Roll Control
95.5 90 52.5
100 52.5 52.5
50 100 15.5
_'= 0.2 rads/sec 2, ¢ = 0.45 rads/sec 2
120-Passenger
Combined Control
Available in
Control Condition
Max. Pitch
Aerodynamic
Max. Yaw Max. Roll Control
Pitch- 9 131 93 86 53
Yaw - _ 50 100 50 41
Roll - _" 50 50 100 15.5
100% Values: 0 '= 0.32 rads/sec 2, _ = 0.16 rads/sec 2, _ = 0.36 rads/sec 2
Figure 28
FAN-IN-WING STOL(1000-FOOT) STABILITY SUMMARY
Landing Configuration at Maximum Gross Weight, V = 50 Knots
Directional Stability
Directional Damping
Roll Damping
Pitch Damping Ratio (C.G. at 31.5% MAC)
Dihedral Effect
Unit
1/sec 2
1/sec
1/sec
l/sec 2
60-Passenger
0.44
-0.15
-0.39
0.31
-1.20
120-Passenger
0.37
-0.13
-0.388
0.43
-0.77
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Figure 29
FIGURE OF MERIT VS ROTOR TIP SPEED
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F|gure 30
COMPARISON OF TILT ROTOR CHARACTERISTICS
PROPELLER VS ROTOR TECHNOLOGY
Gross Weight (Ib)
DOC (dollars/seat mTle)
Block Speed (knots)
CruTse Veloc|ty (knots)
CruTse Altitude (if)
Rotor Tip Speed (ff/sec)
Prop Diameter (rotor) (ft)
D|sk koad|ng (Ib/ft 2)
Solidity (main rotor)
ActivTty Factor
F|gure of Merit (rotor)
PropulsTve Eff|cTency (cruTse)
RHP/EngTne
W|ng Loading (Ib/ft 2)
Wing Area (ft 2)
W_ng Span (ft)
Aspect Ratio
Prop
Technology
65,000
0.0267
296
363
25,000
900
56.4
13
0.086
52.6
0.69
O. 765
3840
77.8
835
70.8
6
Rotor
Technology
77,900
O. 0301
311
392
35,000
8O0
66.0
11.4
O. 095
58.3
0.621
O. 765
5580
72
1077
80.4
6
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Figure 31
GEN ERAI. ARRANGEMENT
60 PASSENGER
TILT ROTOR - VTOL
70. 8 FT
/
/
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/
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/Figure 32
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
120 PASSENGER
TILT ROTOR - VTOL
9475 FT.
/
//
o
77.8 FT, DIA
/
I
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Figure 33
PROPULSION SYSTEM SCHEMATIC - TILT ROTOR VTOL
CONTROL GYRO______ ,
/
PLANETARY GEAR REDUCTION j
ROTOR -_
CROSS SHAFTING _
I
//--TWO TURBO-SHAFT ENGINES
__ ._._ ON EACH WING TIP
r-
i-1
_CLNACELLE PIVOT
/
CLUTCH & TRANSMISSION
FOR SPEED SHIFT (4 REQD)
OVERRUNNING CLUTCH
(4 REQD)
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F_gure 34
TILT ROTOR - WEIGHT STATEMENTS - FINAL SELECTED DESIGNS
WING
EMPENNAGE
FUSELAGE
LANDING GEAR
SURFACE CONTROLS
HYDRAULICS
INSTRUMENTS
ELECTRICAL
ELECTRONICS
FURNISHINGS AND EQUIPMENT
AIR CONDITIONING AND ANTI-ICING
AUXILIARY POWER UNIT
NACELLES
PROPULSION
(pounds)
60 Passenger 120 Passenger
4,755 11,080
1,275 2,680
6,320 12,750
2,390 4,870
2,580 3,510
405 540
410 470
95O 1,800
850 1,100
5,040 9,330
1,660 3,020
365 420
2,600 4,255
14,735 27,950
WEIGHT EMPTY
CREW
MISCELLANEOUS USEFUL LOAD
ENGINE OIL
UNUSABLE FUEL
44,335 83,775
520 660
260 510
185 340
100 175
OPERATING WEIGHT
PAYLOAD
45,400 85,460
13,200 26,400
ZERO FUEL WEIGHT
USABLE FUEL
58,600 111,860
6,400 11,640
GROSS WEIGHT 65,000 pounds 123,500 pounds
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Figure 35
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
60 PASSENGER
LIFT/CRUISE FAN
49OFT
t i
.._d.,; .4f**.
7
8667FT
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Figure 36
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
120 PASSENGER
LI FT/CRUlSE FAN
-- 66 7FT -
: .._._., r I
......_ _ _',' __
r
125FT
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Figure 38
LIFT/CRUISE FAN - WEIGHT STATEMENTS - FINAL SELECTED DESIGN
(pounds)
60 Passenger 120 Passenger
WING 4,290 I 0, 115
EMPENNAGE I, 600 I, 870
FUSELAGE 6,970 14,000
LANDING GEAR 2,740 5,665
SURFACE CONTROLS I , 695 2,555
HYDRAULICS 325 445
I NSTRUME NTS 550 610
ELECTRICAL 950 1 , 800
ELECTRONICS 850 1, 100
FURNISHINGS AND EQUIPMENT 5,070 9,425
AIR CONDITIONING AND ANTI-ICING 1,570 3,010
AUX ILIARY POWER U N IT 375 445
NACELLES 4,940 10,740
PROPULSION 14,000 28,615
WEIG HT EMPTY 45,925 90,395
CREW 520 660
M ISCELLANEOUS U SEFUL LOAD 260 510
ENGINE OIL 175 390
UNUSABLE FUEL 175 345
OPERATING WEIGHT 47,055 92,300
PAYLOAD 13,200 26,400
ZERO FUEL WEIG HT 60,255 118,700
USABLE FUEL 11,545 22,900
GROSS WEIGHT 71,800 pounds 141,600 pounds
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Figure :39
LIFT/CRUISE FAN AIRPLANE
60 PASSENGER
DISTANCE TRAVELED DURING TRANSITION MANEUVER
HORIZONTAL FLIGHT PATH
CL ,._, 0.10
2
4O
0
0 160 200
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Figure 40
LIFT/CRUISE FAN AIRPLANE
60 PASSENGER
LAPSED TIME VERSUS TRANSITION FLIGHT SPEED
HORIZONTAL FLIGHT PATH
C- -= O. 10L
7O
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5O
u
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I
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20
10
0 40 80 120
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Figure 42
COMPARISON OF STOWED ROTOR CHARACTERISTICS
PROPELLER VS ROTOR TECHNOLOGY
Gross Weight (Ib)
DOC (dollars/seat mile)
Block Speed (knots)
Crulse Velocity (knots)
Cruise Altitude (ft)
Rotor Tip Speed (ft/sec)
Main Rotor Diameter (ft)
Disk Loading (Ib/ft 2)
Solidity of Main Rotor
Rotor Figure of Merit
Prop Diameter (ft)
Activity Factor (props)
Propulsive EFF (cruise)
RHP/Engine
Wing Loading (Ib/ft 2)
Wing Area (ft 2)
Wing Span (if)
Aspect Ratio
Prop
Technology
71,000
O. 0265
312
4O0
20,000
900
83.4
13
O. 0878
0.69
16
140
O. 85
4350
Rotor
Technology
78,200
O. 0288
313
402
20,400
8O0
119.2
7
O. 0598
0.621
16
140
O. 85
429O
120
592
6O
6
120
656
62.8
6
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Flgure 43
60 PASSENGER STOPPED ROTOR VTOL
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
/
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Figure 44
PROPULSION SYSTEM SCHEMATIC - STOPPED ROTOR VTOL
TRANSM ISS'ON-
__T j .... _
---? .i
PROPELLER
TUI:_O - SHAF T ENGINE
MAN ROTOR
R_LJE ROTOR
--MAIN ROTOR
TPANSMISSION
('DRAWN PER_PEC TIVEt."
FOR CLABIrY)
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Figure 45
STOPPED ROTOR VTOL - WEIGHT STATEMENT - FINAL POINT DESIGN
(pounds)
WING
EMPENNAGE
FUSELAGE
LANDING GEAR
FLIGHT CONTROLS
HYDRAUL ICS
INSTRUMENTS
ELECTRICAL
ELECTRON ICS
FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT
AIR CONDITIONING & ANTI-ICING
AUXILIARY POWER UNIT
NACELLES
PROPULSION
WEIGHT EMPTY
CREW
MISCELLANEOUS USEFUL LOAD
ENGINE OIL
UNUSABLE FUEL
OPERATING WEIGHT
PAYL OAD
ZERO FUEL WEIGHT
USABLE FUEL
GROSS WEIGHT
3,600
610
71010
2,720
2,440
360
4O5
950
85O
5,060
1,600
370
2,880
19,895
48,750
52O
260
210
120
49,860
13,200
63,060
7,940
71,000 pounds
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Figure 46
DIRECT OPERATING COST - 60 PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
500-mile Stage Length - Production Quantity of 300
2000-hour Utilization - 10,25 minutes Fixed Time
Gross Bloc k D.O.C.
Weight (Ib) Speed (ml/hr) cents per ASM
Parametric Aircraft
Tilt Rotor (VTOL)
Lift/Crulse Fan (VTOL)
Deflected Slipstream (2000-ft STOL}
Jet Flap (2000-R STOL)
Fan-In-Wing (1000-ft STOL}
58,200 361 2.27
70,000 410 2.82
45,600 281 1.92
59,500 425 2.18
63,700 441 2.54
Final Aircraft
Stopped Rotor (VTOL)
Tilt Rotor (VTOL)
Lift/Cruise Fan (VI"OL)
Deflected Slipstream (2000-ft STOL)
Jet Flap (2000-ft SI'OL)
Fan-In-Wing (1000-ft STOL)
71,000 359 2.65
65,000 340 2.67
71,800 ¢09 2.87
46,900 281 1.96
63,200 424 2.26
67,900 440 2.67
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Figure 47
DIRECT OPERATING COSTS AT VARIOUS STAGE LENGTHS
2000 HOURS UTILIZATION - 10.25 MIN. FIXED TIME
A - 300 Production Units including RDT&E
B - 600 Production Units excluding RDT&E
Vehicle
Stage Length - statute miles
No. Pass. 25 50 100 200
Tilt Rotor VTOL
B
5OO
Lift/Crulse Fan VTOL
Deflected Slipstream STOL
Jet Flap STOL, 2000 ft
Fan In Wing STOL, 1000 ft
120 A
60JA-
I
-B
120 IA
I
6OiA
-B
I
120 A
120 A
I
60_ A
-B
120 I A
9.42 5.71 3.76 2.79 2.27
8.08 4.88 3.20 2.35 1.88
7.11 4.28 2.81 2.07 1.65
13.82 8.08 5.16 3.64 2.82
12.14 7.07 4.49 3.15 2.37
11.93 6.95 4.41 3.11 2.37
6.84 4.29 2.96 2.30 1.92
5.72 3.56 2.42 1.87 1.53
5.15 3.26 2.25 1.76 1.47
10.56 6.32 4.06 2.92 2.18
9.17 5.48 3.51 2.49 1.81
8.57 15.22 3.41 2.47 1.71
12.42 7.42 4.84 3.44 2.54
10.87 6.48 4.22 2.79 2.15
9.60 5.76 3.73 2.67 I .96
Note: Aircraft are final parametric designs and not final point designs.
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Figure 49
TOTAL AIRCRAFT COSTS (millions)
60-PASSENGER AIRCRAFT - FINAL DESIGNS
Stopped Lift/Crulse Deflected
Component Rotor Tilt Rotor Fan Slipstream Jet Flap Fan-in-Wing
Airframe $2.31 4 $2.352
Engines 0.287 0.253
Propellers 0.036 -
Rotor 0.178 0.144
Gearbox 0.218 0.158
Electronics 0.127 0.127
Fans - -
Sub-Total $3.160 $3.034
RDT&E 0.977 0.897
TOTAL $4.137 3.931
$2.856 $1.787 $2.337 $2.762
0.739 0.084 0.525 0.485
- 0.055 - -
- 0.033 - -
0.127 0.127 0.1 27 0.127
0.537 - 0.281
$4.259 $2.086 $2.989 $3.655
0.988 0.654 0.873 0.951
5.247 2.740 3.862 $4.606
120-PASSENGER AIRCRAFT - PARAMETRIC DESIGN
Lift/Cruise Deflected
Component Tilt Rotor Fan Sllpstream Jet Flap Fan-ln-Wing
Air frame $3.461 $4.751 $2. 845 $3.706 $4. 173
Engines 0. 344 1. 244 0. 144 0. 772 0. 690
Propellers - - 0. 093 - -
Rotor 0. 223 - - -
Gearbox 0. 255 - 0. 061 - -
Electronics 0. 165 0. 165 0. 165 0. 165 0. 165
Fans - 0. 962 - - 0.425
Sub-Total $4.448 $7. 122 $3.308 $4.643 $5.453
RDT&E 1.459 1.912 1. 183 I .550 1.590
TOTAL $5.907 $9.034 $4.491 $6. 193 $7.043
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Figure 50
DIRECT OPERATING COST VS AIRCRAFT SIZE (NUMBER OF SEATS)
500 Mile Stage Length - 2000 Hours Utilization
Production Quantity 300 Aircraft Including RDT&E
10.25 Minutes Fixed Time
Tilt Lift/Cruise Deflected Jet
Rotor Fan Slipstream Flap Fan-I n-Wi ng
60 Seat Aircraft
Gross Weight (Ibs) 58,200 70, 000 46,600 59,500 63,700
Block Speed (mi/hr) 361 410 281 425 441
D. O.C. -¢//ASM 2.27 2.82 1.92 2.18 2.54
120 Seat Aircraft
Grass Weight (Ibs) 107,400 142,000 86,500 114,300
Block Speed 360 409 279 425
D. O.C. -¢//ASM 1.65 2.37 1.47 1.71
Percent Change
Gross Weight +84.5% +107.10 +89.7% +92.1%
Block Speed No Substantial Change
D.O.C. -27.3% -16.0°/0 -23.4% -21.6%
117, 400
444
1.96
+84.3%
-22.8%
Note: Aircraft are final parametric designs and not finaJ point designs.
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Figure 51
DIRECT OPERATING COSTS AT VARIOUS STAGE LENGTHS
VS ANNUAL HOURS OF UTILIZATION
TYPICAL 60-SEAT VEHICLE, 300 PRODUCTION UNITS
10.25 MINUTES FIXED TIME
0
0 100 200 300
RANGE - STATUTE MILES
40O
2000 HOURS
3000 HOURS
4000 HOURS
5OO
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Figure 52
DIRECT OPERATING COSTS AT VARIOUS STAGE LENGTHS
VS VARIATIONS IN FIXED TIME
300 PRODUCTION UNITS - 2000 HOURS UTILIZATION - 60 SEATS
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Figure 53
DIRECT OPERATING COST VS VARIATIONS IN ENGINE COST
60 Passenger Aircraft
500 Mile Stage Length - 300 Production Quantity
2000 Hours Utilization - 10.25 Minutes Fixed Time
Tilt Lift/Cruise Deflected
Engine Cost Roto._.__r Fan Slipstream Jet Flap Fan-in-Wing
Estimate 2.27¢ 2.82¢ 1.92¢ 2. ! 8¢ 2.54¢
50% of Estimate 2.20¢ 2.50¢ 1.88¢ 2.01 ¢ 2.30¢
% Change D.O.C. -3.1% -11.3% -2.1% -7.8% -9.4%
200% of Estimate -2.40¢ 3.44¢ 2.00¢ 2.49¢ 2.95¢
% Change D.O.C. +5.7% +22.0% +4.2% +14.2% +16.2%
Note: Aircraft are final parametric designs and not final polnt designs.
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Figure 54
DIRECT OPERATING COSTS - HYPOTHETICAL MISSION
Production Quantity 300 - 2000 Hours Utilization
Cents per available seat mile
60 Seat Aircraft 120 Seat A_rcraft
Hypothetical 500 Mile Hypothetical 500 Mile
Mission Sta_le Length Mission Stage Length
Tilt Rotor
Lift/Crulse Fan
Deflected Sllpstream
Jet Flap
Fan -in -Wing
C 5O
2.58 2.27 1.95 1.65
3.51 2.82 3.21 2.37
2.24 1.92 1.73 1.47
2.92 2.18 2.38 1.71
3.85 2.54 3.08 1.96
B Assumption
A,E,F are in one metropolitan area
B,C are in another
D, a smaller city
Fuel Available at A,C,E
Mission Fuel Reserve for 1/2 hour loiter
Fixed Times (Corridor Concept)300 Distances
(Statute Miles) STOL - 4 Min at each airport
(1 Min landing & Takeoff
2 Min Taxi)
A VTOL- 2 Min at each airport
(1 Min Landing & Takeoff)
Air Maneuver Time 0
Production quantity - 300 aircraft,
including RDT&E
150
D
150
Fuel Breakdown for Hypothetical Mission (Pounds)
Segment
A-B
B-C
C-D
D-E
E-F
F-A
Tilt Rotor
60 120
2,187 3,854
687 1,205
1,576 2,764
1,550 2,730
572 1,014
539 955
L/C Fan
L
60 120
5,323 12,114
2,244 5,209
4,050 9,280
3,943 9,111
2,034 4,706
1,972 4,570
Deflected
Slipstream
60 120
1,553 2,807
371 681
927 1,677
916 1,661
305 560
301 546
Jet Flap
60 120
4,929 9,292
1,846 3,562
3,512 6,683
3,448 6,594
1,598 3,053
1,527 2,918
Fan-in-Wing
60 120
6,616 11,990
2,414 4,445
4,702 8,544
4,483 8,238
2,071 3,791
1,977 3,620
Note: Aircraft are final parametric des[gns and not final point designs.
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Figure 55
V'I'OL TERMINAL CONCEPT
\
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Figure 56
VTOL CORRIDOR CONCEPT
AIRWAYS
TO BOSTON
TO
WASH.
D.C.
STAG ING 1500 FT
AREA _ __J.__%
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Figure 57
COMPARISON OF PEAK NOISE LEVELS
MAX. STATIC THRUST- S.L. STD. DAY
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60 PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
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Figure 58
LIFT FAN NOISE LEVEL
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Figure 59
SECTION SOUNDPROOFING WEIGHT REQUIREMENTS
120-PASSENGER gET FLAP
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APPENDIX A
STUDY GUIDELINES
A summary of the guidelines established by the NASA to assure that all vehicles are
designed on a common basis is presented in this appendix. Additional ground rules and in-
variants necessary to fully define the design constraints are discussed under the Parametric
Study Section of this report.
All vehicles. -
• Range of 500 non-stop statute miles for all vehicles. (Additionally, V/STOL vehicles
to be sized for a 50 statute mile stage with maximum payload for VTOL modes and 500
statute mile stage with maximum payload for STOL operation.
• Fuel reserve sufficient for a 30 minute hold at 5000 feet altitude plus fuel required to
complete a go-around in an aborted landing.
• Landing weight equal to takeoff weight to permit operation over very short stage lengths.
• Maximum cruise speed compatible with optimum D.O.C., 300 knot mh_um cruise
speed preferred.
• Payload at 200 pounds per passenger including baggage plus an additional revenue
cargo payload of 10 percent of passenger payload.
• Indiscriminate seating of at least half passenger payload (second half)
• Minimum of five abreast seating with 20-inch seat width and 32-inch seat spacing.
• Three crew members for 60 passenger aircraft and four crew members for 120 passenger
versions.
• Load factors and fuselage pressurization in accordance with FAR part 25 and part 29.
• Aircraft design based on 1965-1970 technology using only power plants which can be
made commercially available by 1970.
• Safety equivalent to that of existing multl-englne transports; that is the capability to
maintain flight or to land under IFR conditions after sudden loss of one e._gine at any
time.
• Takeoff and landing performance based on 86°F sea level day.
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STOL operation. - The takeoff speed shall be at least 1.15 times the power on stall
speed with the critical engine failed.
Takeoff performance over a 35-foot obstacle based on a FAA balanced field length
and with the most critical engine failed.
Landing performance at takeoff gross weight, over a 50-foot obstacle based on a max-
imum deceleration of 0.5 g's and average braking coefficient of 0.4.
Landing field length equal to landing distance divided by 0.6.
Approach speed margin sufficient to maintain control when encountering a 10 knot
sharpedged vertical or horizontal gust with the most critical engine failed.
Stability and Control. - Satisfactory landing characteristics (pilot ratings of 3.5 or
better) during all portions of the flight.
Simultaneous use of controls should allow 100 percent of design control power on one
axis and 50 percent on other axes. With the most critical engine failed simultaneous con-
trol power should not be less than 20 percent in pitch, 20 percent in yaw, and 50 percent
in roll of the operative design values.
No limit on descent airspeed prior to reaching the specified basic approach pattern.
Current ceiling and visibility requirements on IFR approach are 100-ft ceiling and
1/4--rn i le visibility.
VTOL control power and thrust margins
60 passenger:
• 100% single axis control power at hover, rad/sec 2
Roll - 1.2
Pitch - 0.6
Yaw - 0.5
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All engines operating and aircraft trimmed
T/W = 1.15, no control
T/W - 1.05 (50% roll acceleration
(20% pitch acceleration
(20% yaw acceleration
T/W = 1.05, 100% single axis control
• Most Critical Engine failed and aircraft trimmed
T/W = !.05, no control
T/W = 1.00 (50% roll acceleration
(20% pitch acceleration
(20% yaw acceleration
120 Passengers:
Thrust marglns same as 60 passenger: control powers reduced to 80 percent
of 60 passenger vehicle requirements.
STOL control power
60 passenger:
• 100% single axis control power, rad/sec 2
Roll - 0.45
Pitch - 0.40
Yaw - 0.20
• All engines operative
100% control about any axis and 50% about remaining two axes.
120 passengers:
All control powers are 80 percent of 60 passenger vehicle requirements.
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APPENDIX B
WEIGHT STANDARDIZATION
During the Lockheed study, component weights were estimated from statistical data and
from structural studies of unique structural aspects of each concept. The Naval Air System
Command, Weight Control Branch evaluated the weights of the 60-passenger VTOL Tilt
Rotor, 1000-it STOL Fan-in-Wing, 2000-it STOL DeFlected Slipstream, 2000-it STOL
Jet Flap, and VTOL Lift/Cruise Fan. The evaluation consisted of NASC deriving compo-
nent weight estimates based on their methods.
The NASC weight estimates differed from Lockheed's in some areas and revised gross
weights were developed by Lockheed based on the NASC weight estimates. After the
weights were revised the d_rect operaHng costs for various stage lengths were calculated.
These D.O.C.'s were then compared with the D.O.C. 's previously derived to describe a
band of D. O.C versus stage length for the described weight sensitivity.
When the five concepts were scaled up in gross weight I the wing loading, thrust/weight,
and disc loading were held constant so that vehicle performance did not change significantly
with respect to cruise altitude and cruise speed for the relatively small weight changes.
The fuel required for the 500--mile mission was determined from data developed on fuel
required versus gross weight with the above parameters held constant.
Figure B-1 summarizes the results of the weight standardization. Lockheed's gross
weights and NASC gross weights are shown along with the percent weight change. The
resultant direct operating costs and percent D.O.C. changes are also shown for the five
concepts. The maximum deviation of the gross weights is 9.5%, however, For vehicle
comparison purposes the maximum deviation is 3.0%. The maximum deviation of the
direct operating costs is 7.6% and for vehicle comparison purposes the maximum deviation
is 3.2%.
The direct operating cost versus stage length for the weight standardization is tabulated
in Figure B-2. The final parametric aircraft are also shown so that a wider range of gross
weights may be examined and their effects on D.O.C. evaluated.
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APPENDIX C
NOISE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
During the Short Haul Transport study it became evident that noise is a major problem
for all short-haul aircraft. Therefore, a study was conducted to assess the sensitivity of
far-fleld perceived noise to parametric changes in aircraft design in terms of weight,
speed and DoOoCo
In order to evaluate the sensitivlty of far-field noise to aircraft design changes, the
propeller and/or rotor tip speed was varied on the Deflected Sli'pstream, Tilt Rotor, and
Stopped Rotor concepts. Aircraft were designed for tlp speeds of 700, 800, and 900 fps.
For the Fan-ln-Wing and Jet Flap concepts, far-field noise was determined as a function
of T/W ratio.
The physical characteristics of the 60 passenger aircraft selected for noise sensitivity
analysis are tabulated in Figure C-1. The Deflected Slipstream aircraft are 2000-ft STOL
vehicles. Therefore W/S and T/W ratios are held constant as propeller tip speed is varied.
The tip speed variation affects the propeller activity factor selection and the engine power
requirements. The Jet Flap and Fan-ln-Wing aircraft were designed for two different field
lengths of 1000-ft and 2000-ft. This results in significant changes in gross weight, engine
power, T/W, and tall areas. The Tilt Rotor and Stopped Rotor aircraft are VTOL vehlcles.
The tip speed variation affects figure of merit or engine power requlrements, rotor blade
characteristics, and gearbox requirements. These variations affect the vehlcle gross
weight.
The 500-statute-mile range performance for the aircraft selected for noise sensitivity
analysis are shown in Figure C-2.
The effects on noise of changes in tip speed and thrust-to-weight ratio were evaluated
at two locations:
1. The point of maximum perceived noise level (PNL) on a 500-foot-radlus circle
centered at the aircraft, operating at maximum power, just prior to brake
release or lift--off.
2. A point 5,000 feet from brake release (or llft-off) as the aircraft flies overhead
(maximum PNL).
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The flight paths used for VTOL aircraft were take-off without a vertical climb segment_
typical of airport operation. These flight paths are shown in Figure C-3 which also shows
the flight paths with 400-foot vertical climb segments.
The 400-foot climb segment would have a small effect on D.O.C. (about 2% for a
500 mile stage length), small increase in fuel and gross weight, and some reduction in noise
as shown in Figure C-9.
The VTOL aircraft are still in the helicopter mode and have not transitioned to the
cruise configuration. The take-off profiles for the STOL aircraft shown in Figure C-3
were determined by the power setting (take-off power with no power cutback).
The total noise spectrum from which the PNL was calculated was obtained by energy
summation of the contributing sources. The sound pressure levels (SPL) for the various
sources were obtained in the following manner:
1. Propeller and rotor rotational noise: measured data with adjustments based on
Gutin theory (Reference 1).
2. Rotor vortex noise: calculated by the method of Reference 1, based on Vudin's
theory.
3. Turboshaft engine noise: adjusted measured data.
4. Jet noise: SAE method (Reference 2).
5. Fan noise: method in Reference 3.
The results of this study are shown in FiguresC-4 throughC-9. Each vehicle is dis-
cussed in the following sections.
Deflected Slipstream
The effect of propeller tip speed on block speed, gross weight, D.O.C. , and PNdB
(5000-ft from brake release) is shown in Figure C-4. The block speed or cruise speed in-
creases as tip speed is reduced since the engine power increases to hold the static T/W
ratio constant as the tip speed is reduced. Since the propeller activity factor selection
consists of a trade-off between static and cruise efficiency, the engines are slightly
oversized to reduce the activity factor and provide better cruise performance for the
lower propeller tip speeds. The aircraft gross weight increases as tip speed is reduced due
to the increase in engine size, and propeller activity factor. The increase in engine
size increases engine, nacelle, accessories, shafting, gearboxes, and usable fuel weights.
The increase in propeller activity factor increases the propeller weight and a decrease in
tip speed increases the propeller gearbox weight. The D.O.Co decreases as tip speed
is reduced because the higher block speed more than offsets the adverse effect of increased
gross weight. Reductions in tip speed result in increased power required for the 2000-foot
takeoff distance. This increase in power offsets the noise reduction expected from reduc-
tions in tip speed which results in very minor differences in PNL.
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Jet Flap
The effect of static thrust-to-weight ratio on block speed, gross weight, D.O.C., and
PNdB is shown in Figure C-5. The block speed decreases as T/Wratio increases due to
the two facts: (1) both of the aircraft cruise at a Mach number in the drag rise and (2) as
the T/W ratio _s increased to that required for t000-ft STOL, the wing thickness must be
increased to incorporate the flap duct system. This _ncreased thickness lowers the wing
critical Mach number causing the aircraft to encounter the drag rise at a lower speed.
The gross weight increases as the T/W ratio is increased because of the larger engines,
larger empennage areas, and higher fuel weights. The larger engines cause higher nacelle,
engine, accessories, and duct system weights. The D.O.Co increases as T/W ratio is
increased due to the lower block speed, higher gross weight, and higher engine costs
for the larger engines. The primary noise sources are the high-velocity, small-area
multiple nozzles. The lower power of the 2000-foot STOL results in lower on-ground
noise; however, the higher fly--over altitude of the 1000-foot STOL results ina reduced
PNL for this vehicle at the 5000-foot location.
Fan -in -Wing
The effect of static thrust-to-weight ratio on block speed, gross weight, DoO.C., and
PNdB is shown in FigureC-6. The block speed increases slightly due toa increase in
T/W ratio. The gross weight increases asT/W ratio increases due to larger engine and
fan sizes, empennage areas, and fuel requirements. The D.O.C. increases as T/W ratio
_s increased since the increase in block speed does not offset the adverse effects of in-
creased gross weight and higher engine cost due to increased engine size. The major
noise source at close distances is the fan blade passage noise. The SPLof this source is
essentially the same for both aircraft; thus, the on-ground PNL is the same for both air-
craft. This high-frequency fan noise will be subject to rapid attenuation with increasing
distance due to the effects of atmospheric absorption. This accounts for the sizable
difference in PNL for the fly-over at the 5000-foot po_nt /SPL d_fferences are approxi-
mately 7dbdue to spherical spreading and4 dbdue to atmospheric absorption). These
effects are greater as altitude increases.
Tilt Rotor
The effect of rotor tip speed on block speed, gross weight, D.O.C. , and PNdB is
shown in Figure C-7. There is very little change in block speed as the tip speed is varied
since figure of merit and propulsive efficiency changes tend to offset each other. The
gross weight increases as tip speed is reduced due to rotor blade changes and an increase
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in gearbox weights. The rotor blades require more planform area as tip speed is reduced.
The D.O.C0 increases as tip speed is reduced due to the increase in gross weight and de-
crease in block speed. Reduction of tip speed results in increased power required to over-
come the associated increase in gross weight. However, changes in the rotor system along
with the reduction in tip speed more than offset the increase in power resulting in a net
noise reduction.
Stopped Rotor
The effect of rotor tip speed on block speed, gross weight, D.O.C., and PNdB is shown
in Figure C-8. The block speed increases slightly as tip speed is reduced since the heavier
gross weights require a constant T/W ratio and vehicle drag does not increase directly
with gross weight. The gross weight increases as tip speed is reduced due to rotor blade
changes and an increase in gearbox weights. The rotor blades require more planformarea
as tip speed is reduced. The D.O.C. increases as tip speed is reduced due to the increase
in gross weight. The slight increase in block speed does not overcome this weight increase.
Reductions in tip speed result in increased power required and consequently increased noise
output. The 900-and 800-fps versions follow the expected pattern of increasing PNL
with decreasing tip speed. However, the 700-fps version does not follow this pattern,
the PNL for this version being lower than expected from the results for the 900-and 800-fps
versions. This is due to one of the more intense harmonics of rotational noise being
lowered to a subaudible frequency as a direct result of the redLJction in tip speed.
Vehicle Comparison
The results of the noise sensitivity analysis are summarized in Figure C-9.
STOL Aircraft. - The let-flap aircraft has the most severe on-ground and fly-over noise
of all the STOLaircraft. The fan-in-wing is the next noisiest due to the high level, high
frequency fan blade passage noise. At distances much greater than the 500 foot radial
distance selected for the on-ground evaluation, the fan-in-wing could conceivably be
the quietest clue to the rapid attenuation of high frequencies by the atmosphere. The
least noisy vehicle in this group is the deflected slipstream. The results of this study indi-
cate that, for the ground rules used, parametric changes to the aircraft studied did not
produce significant changes in vehicle noise. The dlfference_ in fly-over noise are due
primarily to differences in altitude.
VTOL Aircraft. -The noise outputs from both the tilt rotor and stopped rotor vehicles
are nearly identical. The tilt rotor aircraft is the only vehicle which benefits from
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reductions in tip speed. The amount of increase in altitude for reductions in fly-over noise
(as demonstrated by the noise levels at the 5000-foot point for the two different altitudes
used) indicates that vertical climb capability of VTOL aircraR can be used to advantages
asa noise abatement technique by increasing altitude prior to community fly-over. Thus,
VTOL aircraft should be able to meet any reasonable community noise restrictions with
the possible exception of "close-in" operational distances in heavily populated areas.
Appropriate area zoning and VTOI. landing site selection can minimize this latter problem.
It has been noted previously that a vertlcal climb segment at take--off and landing will
increase the D.O.C. about 2% for a 500 mile stage length.
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Figure C-4
DEFLECTED SLIPSTREAM
SENSITIVITY OF CHARACTERISTICS TO PROPELLER TIP SPEED
28O
BLOCK SPEED
(KNOTS) 260
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5O
GROSS WEIGHT 48
(1000 LB} _
46
2,0,
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J
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1.8
PNdB
(5000-FT FROM
BRAKE RELEASE)
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J
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Figure C-5
JET FLAP
SENSITIVITY OF CHARACTERISTICS TO T/WSTATIC
BLOCK SPEED
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Figure C-6
FAN-IN-WING
SENSITIVITY OF CHARACTERISTICS TO ..(T/VV)STATIC
BLOCK SPEED
(KNOTS)
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Figure C-7
TI LT ROTOR
SENSITIVITY OF CHARACTERISTICS TO ROTOR TIP SPEED
BLOCK SPEED
(KNOTS)
298
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,,/
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60
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98
96 _r
94 //
92
700 750 800 850 90O
vT - FT/SEC
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Figure C-8
STOPPED ROTOR
SENSITIVITY OF CHARACTERISTICS TO ROTOR TIP SPEED
BLOCK SPEED
(K NOTS)
320
315
310
\
\
\
GROSS WEIGHT
(1000 LB)
85
8O
75
7C
k._
D .O .C.
(CENTS/SEAT MILE)
3.0
2.5
PNdB
(5000-FT FROM
BRAKE RELEASE)
96
94 _
700 8OO
V T - FT/SEC
900
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